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etnam
Nixon Halts Offensives In North Vi
Taken Due To
Move
'Progress' In Talks

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

KEY BLSCAYNE, Fla. IliP1
— President Nixon ordered a
halt today to all offensive military operations in North Vietnam "because of the progress
made" in Paris peace talks, the
Florida White House said.
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler said Nixon's order took
effect at 10 a.m. EST and includes "bombing, shelling and
any further mining of North
Vietnam."
The White House spokesman
described the move as "a unilateral gesture" that followed
an exhaustive presidential assessment of the negotiations.
Ziegler refused to discuss reports that Henry A. Kissinger,

Here It is January and all of a
sudden we noticed that our state
inspection sticker ended in
December. We took care of that
chore this morning. Nothing
wrong except a little parking
light on each side of the front
refused to work Fixed that so
presumably the car is in good
shape.

11111

"'What's the use'" and 'Why
are the two most fatal
should
phrases in the English
language. They mark the
dividing line between success
and failure for hundreds of
thousands of people.
" 'What's the use" is the
philosophy of the chap who
throws in the sponge when the
battle has been started. He sits
down alongside the road when
he finds that the 'signpost
deceived him—instead of
lengthening his strike. He is
satisfied with 'good enough.' He
has no goals, no vision. He
accepts no challenge.
"'Why should I?' is the cry of
work-dodgers His aim is to do
just enough to 'get by.' He is a
clock watcher who is afraid he
will render more service than
he is paid to perform He is too
lazy to think, too selfish to help
out on a common cause
"How much more vibrant and
dynamic are the phrases, 'It
can be done!' and 'You can
count on me!' These phrases
sparkle with the spirit of suecess, and never fail to sufficieint reward "
—Reprinted from The Constriiiilon News Published by
The Indiana Building Construction industry

Senior Citizens Plan
For

Bridge Lessons

Mrs Albert Tracy, local
bridge instructor, will.start a
series of bridge lessons at the
Ellis Drive Center starting
Tuesday, January 16, at 1 30
pm
These lessons will be free to
Senior Citizens, both men and
women, and volunteers.
Table games will be from one
to eight p.m on Tuesday

Music Department
To Meet Tuesday

Nixon's peitee negotiator, and
Hanoi's Le Due Tho have, for
all practical purposes, already
reached an accord
He did say in response to a
question:
"Dr. Kissinger will be returning to Paris at some point in
the relatively near future."
Asked if North Vietnam had
agreed to scale down its nthtary operations in South Vietnam in return for Nixon's military concession, Ziegler said
the White House had no information to indicate any change
in Hanoi's military strategy.
Ziegler did say Hanoi was
aware that progress in the
Paris talks could lead to a U.S.
move of the type he announced.
Nixon and Kissinger conferred for an hour and a half
Monday morning at the President's bayside office here. It
was their fourth meeting in two
(Continued on Page Twelve)

Douglass Group Plans
For Artex Painting
The Senior Citizens of the
Douglass Community will meet
at the Senior Citizens Center,
located at St. John's Episcopal
Wednesday,
Church, on
January 17, at one p.m. for the
on Artez painting.
tranneeding
ersons
sportation may call 753-0929, a
spokesman said

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will Curtn Hays Patient
meet Tuesday. January 16, at
7:30 p.m in the club house.
At Memphis Hospital
Dr. Glenn C Wilcox, a
Crutis Hays of Murray Route
musicologist and a member of
A. B. Lassiter Road, is a
Six,
at
faculty
tions
the
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from
buyers
as
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as
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(Continued on Page Twelve)
Fellow says pollution' was so
Open to the public at no
All members are urged to
on South 16th Street. Company,7th and Main Streets, Basic Training, Ft Knox
bad the other day that he shot charge,the concert is scheduled of trial but had refused to have attend this meeting, a church reside
8.30
at
19.
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Johnson is a member
HoSpitil Volunteers
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said
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Dark Fired Tobacco Sales Begin Today

Johnson Named Chairman
For Girl Scout Dnve

Guilty Pleas Entered By
Four More In Watergate

Seven Accidents-Occur
In City Over Weekend

Loyola Choir To
Present Concert

The

Weather

Cards For March
--Of-Dimes Will Be
Given At Schools

County Tax Bills For
Year Over One Million

A

1.•

Husband Of Murray
Woman In Germany

.411.

'NW
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGE* lb TIMES FILE

MAN,W.Va4(AP)- A physiFRANKFORT, Ky. ( API cian who Spent 37 years healing An interim legislative subcomthe sick in rural areas of Ken- nuttee on the county fee system
tucky has been honored by'the in Kentucky has heard its first
Kentucky Health Commission,
testimony On what some of Its
Dr. Ralph Alford, 71, was members feel are inequities in
presented with an award here that system.
this week on behalf of William
Several local officials appearMcElwain, the Kentucky health ing at the subcommittee's first
commissioner. Alford is criti- meeting Friday indicated they
cally ill at the Man Appala- felt the system should be
chian Regional Hospital
changed, in particular to give
Before his recent hospi- them higher salaries or opertalization, Alford came out of ating funds.
retirement to serve for three
S. G. Ayers, field auditor for
years as environmental health the state auditor's office, cited
specialist at Kopperston, numerous violations of state
W.Va.,for the Wyoming County Law or requirements by local
Community Action Program.
officials and said he felt the
A native of Durham,
system should be improved.
where he began medical pracMany subcommittee memtice in 1926, Alford moved to bers, especially those from ruthe coalfields of Hazard, Ky., in ral counties, appeared to agree.
1928. He spent about 15 years in
One exception to that view
the coal camps around Middles- was expressed by Franklin
boro, Ky., before serving for County Atty. William Young,
five years as director of alcohol who said he felt the system
problems at Kentucky State worked well in his area alHospital at Danville
though he said there were inequities in other parts of the
The Canadian Shield contains state. He added that all Franksome of the world 3 oldest sur- lin County offices have been audited annually by the state for
face rock
many years, the only county to
Since 1952. the governors- come in for such scrutiny.
The subcommittee scheduled
general of Canada have been
native-born

N.C.;

Deaths reported are John Miles, age 73, on
` January 14, and Mrs. Sadie White, age 48, on
January 13.
The Outland Loose Leaf Floor was completely
4consumed by flames yesterday afternoon. The fire
}also threatened all of the buildings east of the
a' railroad including two other tobacco floors and a
seef floor.
An average of $40.41 was reported for the sale of
• dark fired tobacco on the Murray Market yesterday.
t. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Puckett announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Faye, to Gary Byers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Gus Byers.
4I)

Copley News Seirtilee

20 Years Ago Today
LaDOZ1•TIM
-IS /ILI

Pierce Bucy celebrated his 100th birthday
January 12 with a party at his home near Buchanan,
Tenn.
Antonio Ochoa spoke on "Your Church Is Closed"
at the Murray Church of Christ last night.
The Bank of Murray had assets of $8,334,102,36 at
the close of the period. December 31, 1952, according
to the report of the condition of the bank published in
an ad today.
Mr. and Mrs. B.J. Stagner and daughter, Martha,
have returned train a vacation in Ntiami„-Fla..

BibleThoughtfor Today
- How shell we sing
land"—Psalm 137:4

-

the Lord's songs In a strange

Sinful communities consume our energies
Christians often need the warmth and strength of a
religious environment.

Isn't ft Tim Truth I
by Carl Riblet Jr.

The economists are having a wonderful time.
condemning, analysing and advising and making
money at it, and it seems that they never join in on a
solution that will work to help us. The only thing they
can agree on is that the U.S.A. does indeed have an
economy.
"Economists are blockheads who
apply plasters to the running
sores of the body politic."
—Napoleon

Tobacco Industry Wants Burley
Increase Of 600 Million Pounds
By GARY LUHR
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Tobacco industry representatives, forecasting continued increases in domestic and foreign
sales, asked the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
for a basic burley tobacco
quota for 1973 at M" bast 600
million pounds.
Should the retpleithsgranted
It would repress* a a million
pound increase over the 1972 allotment.
A spokesman for the Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association, on the other hand,
asked Friday for an increase of
only 10 million pounds
'
John Berry, president of the
assacsattels; tuch admatistara
the government loan program
in five of the eight burley belt
states, said a larger increase
would produce an unwanted
surplus.
Whatever the final allotment
announced by U.S. Agriculture
Secretary Earl Butz, the actual
amount of tobacco farmers will
be permitted to grow next season could be considerably higher
Under the 1971 law that established the poundage program, an individual grower
may exceed his quota in any
year by 10 per cent, with the
difference to be made up the
following year.

•-•

Farmers also will have available approximately 30 million
pounds in unused 1972 allotments.
The 1973 quota will be announced no later than Feb. L.
The quota for a particular
year is based on disappearance
or the anticipated rate of domestic use and exports for that
year. Last year it amounted571 million pounds.

into Israeli clues like Ashkelon and Asndad for their
work, returning every night
INSIDE THE GAZA STRIP
or every week.
- Many progressive things
This latter phase of Gaza
are happening in this /90
Strip life is one of whiah the
square miles of onetime Arab
Israelis are proud - free
- Mediterranean land held by.
movement and jobs for qualiael - but there is a scary
fied Arabs in Israel Some ref. _
Alf of suspended violence, an
ugees also work outside die_
undercurrent of terrorism.
camps and the Israelis my
Joe Todd, deputy director of
frustration and despair
there is a job for almost anythe tobacco division of the Agrione willing to work.
Some of the obvious siges
culture Stabilization and Conare encouraging, and Col
Citrus is big business her
servation Service, said the anSamuel Luiran, 30 years an
for the wealthy Arabs ticipated disappearance for the
Israeli army officer, probably
and thousands of Arab youngmarketing season that will end
is nght when he says, in an insters are climbing the trees
Sept. 30, could be 10 million
ten, ew,•'When we came here
picking the oranges that are
pounds more than Last year
-and I've been here since the
so much a part of this Mideast
Berry said he based his restart of the Six-Day War
area's economy The Israelis
quest oa a cortheeing dis- (June .•10._ 19671 -,....119LAtati
have had some troubles_ with
appearance of 571 11111110n
refugees were perched like
these rich Arabs, and have
pounds.
animals Today, over five
(Creed them to raise pay from
years later, this place is a
75 cents a day to $3 75 -They
Stuart Leake vice president
paradise compared to what it
have complained, but they
forthe R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
had been for 20 years under
still make a nice profit:'
Corp., cautioned against using
Egyptian control."
laaran says. -and they still
the past year's disappearance
But, there are other signs
get around this somewhat by'
as a gage of future need since
too, and they are not so enusing children'
tobacco purchased in 1973 won't
couraging
The enormity of Liars-Cs
be used in manufacturing until
Entering the strip after a 90problem is apparent in the
1975 or 1976
minute drive from Tel Aviv to
refugee camp figures alone.
the east, my guide, Capt.
The four big camps each have
Approximately 80 per cent of
Anur ( a -first name only"
up to 40,000 men, women and
all burley is used in cigarettes
combat officer )checks his lzu
children living in almost imRobert H. Miller, of the
9rnm submachine gun. Yes, it
possible conditions
USDA's Economic and Statisis fully loaded There are
tical Analysis Division, said
The smallest camps, with
checkpoints and the barbed
cigarette consumption in the
up tr 10,000, are larger than
wire is every-where Arabs
United States last year exthe largest camps on the West
squat along the roatks, silent
ceeded 600 billion, an all-time
Bank where Jordanians live
and sullen
under Israeli control The
high.
Amir talks hopefully of an
Arabs hi-re can move freely to
-industrial center" the Isand from the camps within
raelis are developing inside
the strip but there is not the
the strip There is an upholsarne Israeli rapport here
stery factory, a furniture facwith the angrier Palestinians
tory, a cutlery shop with both
that there is in the West Bank
niale and female Arabs workwhere Israeli-Jordanian relaing at machines There is a
tions are friendly
tent factory, with more Arab
The streets of (;ata town
women at work. Anur boasts,
seem quiet. almost 10o quiet.
and it is a genuine achieveBoth laaran and Amir say
nient. that this is the first time
that the "wanted" list of Arab
Arab men and women have
worked alongside each other, terrorist leaders has been cut
from 350 to eight in two years,
and for the same pay - 15
but the day after this visit the
pounds $4 501 a day
Israeli government announced the seizure of 20 terThe women, as all Arab
rorist plotters here And, the
women do, resist picture-takIsraelis had just fired the
ing, as they bend to their sewmayor and council The city
ing machines or their drill
has the look of a poor Mexican
machines, but they are good
small city - stucco and mud
humored and apparently haphouses in the "downtown" a
py in their Any invasion of the
area -- and square like
20th Century:
David Square and Palestine
But, how is it going'
Square
"We try to encourage this
-There were many shootindustry," Arnir said, -but
ings in these places arxi many
even the wealthy Arabs seem
grenades," Amu- says, referafraid to invest in the factory
ring to terrorist activity, "but
pro)ect. Al of now all the inthe security is excellent now
vestors are 'Israelis. On the
The sandbagged police seother hand, all the workers
curity posts indicate that dayare from Gaza Strip and this
by-day life still can be uneasy
can't help but do some good
in this occupied area that is a
with the people. It's more
major bar to an early Jewishmoney every week Than they
Arab peace formula for the
ever knew existed."
whole Mideast.
He did not add, however,
that all of the less than 100
But, some clothing stores
workers are "free" Arabs,
are open, Arabs linger silently
none from the eight incredibly
in doorways, a sign notes "7primitive refugee camps that
Up Bottling Co." as Arab men
hold 150,000 of the 210,000 refride donkeys. women with
alr the strip 160,000 live
oseseis
,covered faces walk and Arab
the camps). Theceare
polAmen.relee.Liraell con.
1 40,000 other Arabs — the Ste " itel'ell'itt iteth iftitaf
mu.'
"ftee"
(•alled
ones of Gaza
torittkes. But, the streets are
toivn and two other small vilMostly minty.- and it isn't
lages, and 40,000 of them go
siesta time.
•

The Gaza Strip
ONE ICICLES In Dubuque, lovese-sorne icicles
developed in winter's cold -- and angle oi riorkmen. pito
dUces illusion dung buildine of new addition to industrial
plant there

•

January 10, 1973
ADULTS 105
NURSERY 2
NEWBORN ADM'
Mrs. Emily Ann 01
Baby Girl, 1003 Cowa
Tenn.

four meetings at which specific
county officials will be invited
in to testify on a proposal for
overhauling the present fee system. The first such meeting
will be Feb. 2, for property valuation administrators, commonwealth's attorneys and circuit court clerks.
The proposal they will be
speaking on is a bill which Rep.
Ralph Ed Graves, D-Bardwell,
introduced late in the 1972 session which would have overhauled the system. Graves said
he introduced the bill then so it
could be studied during the interim before the 1974 session.

Mrs. Audie Clotille
Rt. 1,Alma,Mrs- Ev •
Shekel), Rt. 3, Murr
Morris Stout,Sr., Rt. 1,
Joe Beale Outland, Rt,
Mrs. Bonnie Ray Reav
Murray, Myron Ed •
New Concord, Mast
Shea Ellis, 601 Ellis,
Mster Ken Alan Mill:
Murray, Mrs. Linda
Rt. 7, Murray, Mr
Murphy Sykes, 1606
Murray, Mrs. Na
Hutchena, 307' N. 5th,
Mrs. Gwenn Harmo,
Murray. Mrs. Co
Lawrence, 415 N. 16th
RS. Ruby Allbritte
Hazel, Mrs. Beula
Flood, 614 Hurt,
Audrey Wilson Si
Sycamore, Murray,
Wrather
McCami
Woodlawn, Mtirray
Mason iNhitnell Rt. 4
Mrs Mabel Sire
expired 904 Olive

Graves' bill would take fees
collected by all county officials
and put them into a common
treasury from which all of
them would be paid. Under the
present system, some county
officials turn in excess fees
each year while other officials
in the same county do not take
in enough fees to give
themselves an adequate salary.
Graves' bill also would guarantee each county official a
nunirimm salary of 45.000, with
the money coining from the
state if there was not enough
raised in fees locatiy.

Canada s seacoast
longest in the world
17.860 miles of rrui
41.810 miles of islands
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IN THE IlLINOIS VALLEY
LA SALLE ill -Since the dawn of historY, river valleys have
been the setting for comfortable civilizations. They constitute
transportation routes and offer pleasant settings for towns and
cities. So it is the case of the Illinois River Valley.
The attractions and importance of the Illinois River gorge near
La Salle were recognized by Indians in prehistoric times The
Indians had a major settlement at Kaskaskia, a village only a few
miles from present-day La Salle Starved Rock, a huge andstone
bluff across the river from the city, was the center of MO
tivities from pre-Columbian tames.
The French, as they staked out an empire in the North
American heartland, saw the strategic significance of this riverthe largest and most important water route in Illinois. The river is
part of a system of waterways which links the Great Lakes with
the Gulf of Mexico.IA Salle, the greatest of the French explorers,
established his base at Starved Rack only slaw miles from this
city. In 1683, he built a fort upon "Le Roches." It was to be one of
the control points of the French empire in the west. In the early
19th century', after the French had been expelled from North
America.. settlers train the Eastern states termed Starved Rock
"the Gibralter of the West."
The Western frontier of the United States went through many
changes in a short time. The transition from wilderness to town
life was very rapid
La Salle, for example, was settled in 1827 when plans for the
Illinois arid Michigan Canal crystalized After 1836, when work
began, Irish immigrants flooded into the area to work on the
construction of the canal By 1848, the canal was complete.
thereby enabling farmers on the central Illinois prairies to ship
their grain and other products to Chicago instead of St. Louis
From Chicago, the products were moved via the Great Lakes to
Eastern markets. The whole canal-building ohapter in American
life has been neglected The development of railroads in the 1115Cis
had obscured the extraordinary feat of construction and communication represented by the canals of the previous generation
With the opening of the canal came a new style of life evidenced
by the handsome homes and public buildings still to be seen in the
Illinois River towns. The library at Ottawa, not many miles from
La Salle, is a splendid example of the so-called bracketed style of
architecture. Indeed the region contains a rich lode of architectural discoveries. One of these is the magnificent Hegeler
home in La Salle, built in 1874 and still occupied by descendents of
the builder. The houses, such as the Hegeler home, testify to the
high standards of culture in this region in the 19th century-within
decades of the opening of the frontier.
The first Mr. Hegeler, for instance, and his descendents-members of the Carus family-brought from Germany to Illinois"
a love of learning, especially of philosophical studies and work in
higher education.
.Today, the Hegeler Institute, sponsored by the Canis Family, is
a nationally respected organization, emphasizing intellectual
order and depth of study. Its occasional publication, Paideia,
presents an informed diagnosis of ills of the academic world and
contributes to the restoration of sanity in the American intellectual world. Other educational publications and books issued
by the Open Court Publishing ('o in la Salle, a publisher of truly
serious works, make this small city a noteworthy place on the
intellectual map of the United States
Comfortable, sound, well-ordered communities such as LaSalle
receive scant attention from the New York-based media, but they
are important componepts in the life and spirit of America. Such
communities serve as an anchor for America at a time when the
nation is buffetted by winds of change and the spirit of
rootlessness IS at work throughout the land.
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Mrs. Emily Ann Oliver and
Baby Girl, 1003 Cowan, Paris,
Tenn.
Mrs. Audie Clotille Wisehart,
Rt. 1, Akno,Mrs. Evelyn Mak
Shekell, Rt. 3, Murray, Carl
Morris Stout,Sr., Rt. 1, Murray,
Joe Beak Outland, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Mrs. Bonnie Ray Reaves, Rt. 1,
Murray, Myron Edison Bates,
New Concord, Master Billy
Shea Ellis, 601 Ellis, klurray,
Mater Ken Alan Miller, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Linda Fay White,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Eloise
Murphy Sykes, 1606 Locust,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy Ann
. 307. N. 5th, Murray,
.
Hutchens
Mrs. Gwenn Harmon, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Cozie Ivle
Lawrence, 415 N. tfith, Murray,
RS. Ruby Allbritten, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Beulah Walker
Flood, 614 Hurt, Murray,
Audrey Wilson Simmons, 919
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Mavis
McCamish, 211
Wrather
Woodlawn, Mtirray, William
Mason Whitnell Rt. 4, Murray.
Mrs Mabel Siress Schulz
expired), 904 Olive, Murray.
Canada s seacoast one of the
longest in the world comprises
17.860 miles of mainland and
41,810 miles of islands
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FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY 16, 1973
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
.
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Produce at a level consistent
what your outlook is, according
with present needs, and you
to the stars.
be justifiably proud at
should
ARIES
day's end. In discussions, don't
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
You may be more difficult to lose your composure.
please than you realize. Take
RIUS
stock! Are you being somewhat SAGITTA
-ssV
23 to Dec. 21) fed.
unreasonable in your demands? (Nov.
Don't take "just any"
Be considerate with family,
suggestion, but listen to those
friends, co-workers.
who propose sound plans and
TAURUS
effective
could
, assist you in an
(Apr 21 to May 21) tgki
A friendly Venus indicates way.
CAPRICORN
that you could now strike for a
22 to Jan.
(Dec.
to
have
may
You
goal.
higher
"little" errors could trip
The
achieve
take a different route to
be alert. You have RO
so
most,
it, but the new route could be a
opponents so strong that they
better one.
can't be handled with gentle
GEMINI
persuasion and good intent
21)
(May 22 to June
other
Avoid haste but, on the
AQUARIUS
hand, don't let advantages slip (Jan 21 to Feb. 191
through your fingers through
Keep plugging, as the hardprocrastination, indifference or hitting person puts it. This Ls the
mediocre effort.
type of day that will require
CANCER
-digging in," using your fine
(June 22 to July 231
stamina
Some unexpected situations
track,
the
off
could throw you
PISCES
cause confusion or misun- (Feb.20 to Mar 20)
derstanding. Be alert, don't be
New and unusual ideas,
impulsive in either speech or thoughtfully presented, could
action.
bring new gains now A good
LEO
period, also, for making long(July 24 to Aug. 231
range plans
Poise and perseverance will
be needed now As with those
YOU BORN TODAY number
born under many other Signs, among the world's most
r
you also could encounte
unusual achievers. You have a
unexpected, and unusual, keen and perceptive mind, are
situations.
versatile and sensitive, also
VIRGO
and changeable at
restless
(Aug 24 to Sept. 23)
have original and
You
times
Planetary influences now
which you carry
ideas
unique
stimulate your innate artistry out successfully — IF you do not
be
will
There
timing
good
and
lose interest or sink into one of
many fringe benefits for those your moods of despondency,
ready to expend a little added certain that "nothing matters.....
effort.
Try to c-urb your tendencies
LIBRA
toward introspectiveness and
*
—4
231
Oct.
Sept 24 to
of unworthiness Try to
feelings
and
To put your ideas across
the
when
that
realize
gain the approval you wish, you Capncorman is at his best no
may have to lean backwards in one can surpass him You have
some areas Stress the Libran's many talents; could succeed
innate good judgment.
brilliantly as a writer or
dramatist, would make an
outstanding statesman or
diplomat and, as a scientist or
teacher, could reach an eminent
place in life. Think HIGHLY of
yourself and the world will think
likewise. Birthdate of Richard
Savage, Eng poet., dramatist
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By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Downtown is making a comeback.
That is the word from Real
Estate Research Corp. ecoeomist Al Smith. In an article;
"The Future of Downtown
Retailing," Smith paints an
optmustic picture of the future of downtowns.
Based on his research,
Smith writes, the next decade
will see losses in sales and
quality of downtown retailing
reversed
"Future growth will be
characterized by ma-eased
variety and selection of merchandise, as well as increased
specialization of retail services and facilities," says
Smith
The article focuses on the
fact that retail strength of
central business districts is
derived not only from its position in a metropolitan market,
but also from shoppers who
are attracted to the downtown
for reasons of employment,
business, entertainment and a
need for specialized services.
Using detailed statistics
from recent studies conducted
in Pittsburgh, Seattle and
Denver, Srruth shows that the
market in downtown areas is
made up of four major
sources of patronage
1 Metropolitan area shoppers.
2. Downtown employes
3 Center city residents
4 Visitors to the central
area.
Statistics show that less
than 50 per cent of downtown
shoppers enter the central
business district with the primary purpose of shopping
Therefore. Smith says. 'It

BROERINGMEYER
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Now Open 6 Days A Week

Monday through Friday
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 12 Noon
New Staff Member: Dr. Tom Geerdes
Phone 753-2962

tl's

become apparent to
metropolitan analysts that the
future of downtown retailing
Arsts with the development of
the internal or captive markets"

-During the last decade, the
author notes, efforts to revive
downtown retailing have been
based upon the assumption
that cosmetic treatment of
commercial buildings and
transportation improvements'
would bring metropolitan
shoppers back to the central
area.
"This approach to the problem," Smith says, "has largely ignored the fact that the retail strength of the central
business district is different
from that of suburban shopping centers Most suburban
shopping centers serve resi-

dents of the surrounding ceni- - —flee fatllities downtown which
munity The downtown mar- - will bring more workers into
the area.
ket is derived from the cumuSmith cites, as an example,
lative attraction of customers
the situation forecast for 1980
to all activities carried on in
in Denver, Colo. It is expected
the central area."
that the total supply of office
Smith's study shows that,
space will almost _double the
traditionally, 'the primar,y
available space in the early
function of the downtown has
1960 period
been to serve as a regional
The number of office emshopping center for an entire
ployes IS expected to increase
metropolitan area
by 30 per cent during the same
Growth of suburban shopperiod.
ping centers has acted to limit
Surveys conducted in downpenetration of central area
Denver show that 85 per
town
markets
stores into regional
of all employes make
cent
by siphoning off trade by city
more than one-quarter of all
residents and by intercepting
their expenditures for clothshoppers from regional maring and apparel in the downkets who would ordinarily toe
area while 30 per cent
town
destined for downtown
make virtually all their exThe comeback of downtown
penditures in central area
as a 'retailing strong point,
stores
Smith says, will be helped
South says studies show
along by the expiniion of of-
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that the increasing number of
eenter city residents -- at. traded _141_ urban renewal
projects — and college students attending class near the
center city, also provide a
growing market.
Visitors to the center city
for sports events or entertainment or sight-seeing fdrm another Important market for
retail trade, Smith says.
Conventions and conferees also attract large nianibers of out-of-town visitors
that can help the economy of
the center city, according to
Smith.

'Downtown is making comeback
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Action To Begin In
County Cage Tourney
11) Mike Brandon
New Concord, coached by Bob
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
Allen, has one of the finest inAction will begin tonillikt-a----dividuat performers in the
Calloway County High School as county in the person of Ted
six county elementary schools_ McCuiston. McCuiston has been
will try for the championship of hitting a 23.5 clip in leading the
Calloway
the
County
Redbirds to a 5-5 season slate.
Elementary School Tour.
Kevin Barrett, one of---1114
'lament.
finest shooters in the county, is
Two teams. Kirksey and Lynn the big gun for Roy Cothran's
Grove, drew byes in the tour- Hazel Lion!_ Barrett averaged
nament and will earn automatic 16.4 points per game this season
semifinal berths. Both teams as the Lions were 24 in the
finished with 9-1 slates for the conference race.
year as the Eagles and the
Thursday night the semifinals
Wildcats split a pall- of games in begin at 7 p.m. with Lynn Grove
their two meeting,
taking un the %sumer of the
Kirksey is led by outstanding Faxon and Ahno game. The
playmaker Tommy Futrell.who second semifinal contest will
led the county scoring this year find the winner of the New
with a 35.7 per game scoring Concord and Hazel game
average Lee Beach, a 13.2 meeting Kirksey at 8.15 p.m.
scorer, and Kevin Lovett who Losers of the semifinal games
averaged 9.1 will provide ad- will meet Saturday night at 7
ditional scoring punch for the p.m. for third place while the
Eagles of Jim Nix.
semifinal winners square off at
Lynn Grove. coached by 8 15 p.m
SaturdaY for the
Freed Curd, has the most championship.
balanced scoring attack in the
An All-Star team will be
tournament Larry Martin chosen for the tournament
and
brings a 140 average in the the best cheerleading squad will
game while Allen Stone is also be selected. Admission for
scoring at a 13.4 clip. Gene the tournament is 75 cents for
Lockhart is scoring at an 11.9 adults and 50 cents for students.
pace while Tommy Chasas has
been firing in 11.5 points per
game.
First round games tonight
will find Almo and Fax
tangling at 7 p.m. while last
year's chanpioas, New Concord,
will tangle with Hazel at 8:15
p.m
Almo. who finished with a 3-7
slate in the conference, will be
without the services of Mike
Wells Wells has been out of
action since he broke an arm
midway through the season He
was scoring at a 19.0 clip before
he sustained the trours.
Jimmy Stubbleftetd is the
leading scorer for Coach Bill
Outland's Warriors_ Stubblefield has been hitting for 13.5
points per game while Ricky
Miller is averaging 12.1
Faxon, who finished with a 2season mark, has the tallest
person in the tournament and
that is 6-2 Marshall Kirk. Kirk
has been scoring at a 13.5 clip
for Coach Tommy Brown's
Panthers Jerry Don Morris will
sport a 12.4 average going into
the game'

Lee torso, above, highly
successful as football roach at
Louisville Unisersity for four
sears, has been named bead
football coact' at Indiana
Unisersity. He replaces Jobe
Post who resigned to accept a
coaching sib at Northwestern
Lois ersits.
+44a-lAtirepistou

"I really started hoping when
I looked and there was only
seven seconds left," he said.
-Then, after the shot. I looked
up and there was only one second . left. And, man, was I
glad."
The victory', achieved before
a regional-television audience,
lifted Morehead's record to 1-1
in the conference. Austin Peay,
the nation's second-leading offensive team. averaging 100.3

points a game, is 0-1 in OVC
PlaYThe 79-79 he followed a Morehead rally from a 73-64 deficit
with less than six minutes left
to play. The lead changed
hands 10 times in the first half
before Austin Peay, behind
freshman James "Fly" Wilhams, battled back from a sixpoint deficit to move out to the
second-period lead.
Abell. a 6-foot-2 reserve
guard. scored four of Morehead's last five points as the
Eagles snapped a six-game losing streak.
In other Action involving Kentucky colleges, Louisville beat
Wichita State 78-75 in two overtimes in Missouri Valley Conference action; Kentucky
swamped Florida 95-65 in
Southeastern Conference Acton, Murray beat Eastern Kentucky 75-70 in an OVC game:
Berea beat Cumberland 87-82;
Northern Kentucky downed Cedarville 10345; East Tennessee
powered past Western Kentucky 99-00 in OVC play. and
Kentucky State took an 81-67
victory from Central State.

Bowling
Standings

At Danville, Transylvania
downed Centre 74-59 after opening up a seven-point lead after
intermission, watching that
lead dwindle to one point and
then moving out to the final
margin with the help of two
three-pointers by Jim Biven
and Craig Reynolds.
Transy's record stands at 8-3,
while Centre is 3-8.
Sophomore Kevin Grevey
sparked a second-period rally
Saturday night to carry Kentucky to a rout of Florida. Kentucky watched a 13-point lead
shrink and carried a 43-39 margin into intermission, but Gre-,
vey hit six quick field goals
after the break and the game_
was never close after that.
Kentucky's record stands at 7-4
and 2-1 in •Sontheastern Conference play, as they trail only
Alabama in conference standings.
At Richmond, les Taylor hit
on 12 out of 13 free throws and
tossed in a total of 22 points as
Murray downed Eastern Kentucky. Eastern came from an
eight-point deficit at the half to
threaten at 6947, but Taylor
dumped in four free throws and'e
a layup to give Murray a solid
edge.
Berea placed six men in
double figures en route to ,the
-ever Ca.-..-tbskiihd Tefercollegigte-Athierie
. CeinreT:
ense play. tarry Bruner fired
in 18 points to lead Berea,

If

0
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while Phil Perry added lb.
Cumberland was led by Maunee Byrd with a game-high 25
points and 15 rebounds. Berea's
record is 4-8 and 3-4 in the
KAIC, while Cumberland is 12-2
and 5-1 in the conference.
At Highland Heights, Ky.,
Dan Maurer and Jeff Stowers
pumped in 19 points apiece to
lead Northern Kentucky past
Cedarville. Both teams hold 6-6
records for the season.
East Tennessee'.led by Henry
White with 38 points, moved
past Western Kentucky to
record its sixth straight win.
The East Tennessee team led
all the way and led by as much
as 16 points at one stretch in
the second period, but the stubborn Western Kentucky team
narrowed it to a six-point margin in the closing minuttts. In
the final two minutes and 23
seconds. White scored 10 points
for East Tennessee. The loss
dropped Western's record to t•
7.
Bob Whitley scored 19 points
for Kentucky' State as his team
grabbed the victory from Central State. Kentuoky State
seized the lead in the first period and never looked back after
Moving out to 37-25 at the half.
At Covington, Toth Stewart
grabbed 14 rebounds aria John
Owen pumped in 28 points as
Georgetown downed Thomas
More
85-72.
Georgetown's
record is 11-2, while Thomas
More is 6-5.
In play tonight, Kentucky
bosts Georgia, Austin Peay is
at Eastern; Murray meets
Morehead at Morehead: Western travels to Tennessee Tech:
Transylvania
travels
to
Urbana; Kentucky state meets
Georgetown; Berea -travels to
Centre; Campbellsville hosts
Northern Kentucky State; Kentitaisit-Velitayllai-hoit4 'Shave;
and -Cier1ind
me '
Tennessee
Wesleyan
in
Temessee.
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New Yorker 4-Or Sedan

For '73, New
Yorker continues
the Chrysler heritage or
great engineering with features like electronic ignitors and electronic voltage
regulator, standard. Now add the distinctive elegance of Chrysler luxury during
Gold Sticker Value days and
you've got the luxury value
(TIN- yeST.

CIDA A

We're dealing

FURY-OUSLY!

Immediate
delivery'
Top trades'

MID-SIZE
PLYM
OUTH SATELLITE!
With our Gold Sticker prices,
it
America's moSt beautiful'buY! could be

plymouth
Fury
Grin Coupe

N4?ts
1:141W
Sateitote Custom
• D, Sedan

By JACK STEV
Associated Press,
LOS ANGELES
When the experts go
picking a hero of
Super Bowl victory,
them,selves in a
Dolphins.
Defensive line sta
ny Fernandez fig
tackles, most for et
Jake Scott inter.
passes, equalling a
record.
Bob Griese, sta
game since a broke
ly in the season, rn:
offense and three •
two touchdowns--se
with a pass and pa
other.
Larry Csonka c,
nine yards of the
rushing record wi
carries.
"I think we prov
the best defense in
best offense in foot
best football team
the agile 250-pound
the keystone man
phins' front wall.
"lt was the best
years. I've been loo
since I was a kid."
And Fernandez,
the Dolphin ra •
agent, still likes
Defense" tag h
Miami defenders

UK To
In SE'

-

A heritage of Great Engineering
gone absolutely beautiful!
Chrysler

NORT
NO
(
CH viNOo
THO
A-Lta
-U1CH
P.

7

GOLD
STICKER
DAYS
ARE HERE!
CHRYSLER
NEW YORKER!

Don't wart to buy
a new car. The bes'.
deals of the year are
now During OUT Gold
Sticker value Days
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THE CARR RATINGS -

Brooks scored 11 and was the
The Murray State Racers
Eastern was not ready to die
took their first game of a tough and fought to a 61447 deficit with oaly other Colonel to reach
double figures. Ife-also led
OVC schedule Saturday as they 325 on the clock. Taylor, who
handed Eastern Kentucky a 75 entered the game averaging 24 Eastern in rebounding by
70 defeat at Richmond.
points, hit four throws and pullinv in seven missed shots.
The win leaves the Thorough- canned a alyup while Robert
The Racers continue their
breds in a three-way tie for first Brooks sank a free throw and a road trip Monday night when
place in the OVC with a 1-0 25-foot jumper to end the game. they travel to Morehead to take
conference slate.
with Murray holding the win- on Coach Bill Garrell's conference favorite Eagles, who
Les Taylor, 6-3 senior from ning margin.
t'arbondale, Ill., led all scorers
Other Racers who finished in slipped past Austin Peay 81-79
by canning 12 of 13 free throws double figures- were Coleman Saturday.
and five from the field for a with 14, junior Steve Barreett.
Eastern now posts a 5-6
total of 'n points.
with 10 and sophomore Darnell overall record and 1-1 in conSophomore Mike Coleman Adel! with 12.
ference play. Murray has been
victorious, in seven of ten
and palm' Marcelous Slark.s
combined for 26 rebounds to
eontests.
help give the Racers a 44-21
advantage in that department.
Coach Guy Strong's Colonels
were led by Wade Upchurch,6-0
guard, who bucketed 21 points
Kentucky Lake
and freshman Carl Brown, 6-4
Bowling League
forward, who scored 20 points Team
Steve Ford set a new shotput
before fouling out with less than
L.ndsey's
la
record for Murray State
three nenutes to play
Mutual of Omaha
eV*
University Saturday at Middle
Coach Cal Luther's Racers Corvette Lanes
26
Tennessee
Ford fired the shot
All
Jersey
311
jumped to an early 17-11 lead Jerry's
36
7$
in eclipsing the old record
seven minutes into the game but Todd Bros Motor Sales 33
3)
of 51-5 set by Tim Sparks in 1970.
the Colonels put on a six point Moose Lodge No I
12
Farm Insurance 32
is
Ford, Only a sophomore, is
surge to tie the score at 17 with State
ColOn,at Bread
32'
32
from Harvey, Illinoisr The meet
12 06 left at the half.
Moose Lodge NO 2
30' 7 13o,
36
at Middle was an open meet and
28
Coach Cal Luther's Racers Fenton & Hodge
Murray Auto Parts
22
42
no team scores were kept as
jumped to an early 17-11 lead Motor Parts *. Bear ,ngs 70
AA
only a few members from the
15
49
seven minutes into the game but Palace ()q.v.. Inn
Racers attended.
the Colonels put on a six-point
Mean Team Game (SC)
Senior Fred Sowerby turned
All
Jersey
926
surge to tie the score at 17 with
LaydSey•s
916
in a first place effort of 1 11 in
12:06 left in the half.
Corvette Lanes
see the 600 yard dash
while Sam
Nigh Team Game (NC)
The game stayed close for the
All Jersey
Torres took the two mile run
1047
next four minutes but Eastern Corvette Lanes
1032
with a 9'01.5. Randy Norris was
was never able to capture the LonrKey'5
1029
second in the two mile with a
lead. The Racers put on a late
Higli Team Series (SC)
9 35.5 while Rod Harvey was
surge to carrs. a 39-31 advantage Corvette Lanes
26.56
fourth with a 9:45. Harvey
All
Jersey
2648
to the dressing room The eight
L'IldSey
2612
placed fourth in the mile run.
point margin was their widest
Nigh Team Series (sic)
Mark Heistand, only a
lead of the game.
sophomore, was second with a
3031
Linea
Eastern emerged from the Corsette
AN Jersey
-.
son 6-4 in the high jump while Craig
halftime break to cut the lead to .nctsey's
7951
Segerlin earned a second in the
NIA
NNE
Game
(SC)
41-39 with 17 56 to play:. The two Paul
Ragsdale
23) pole vault cqmpetition.
teams exchanged baskets in the Steve Sitter
, n4
According to Coach Billnext minute of play but Murray Pur Dom Lovett
221
Cornell, the meet was more or a
ran their lead to six as the clock
less a voluntary pradiettwwiet--•
ticked past the 12 minute mark.
Nigh Ind Game INC)
Five other schools portielpalad
Paul Raosdale
253
The determined cagers al Purdom
in the meet.
Lovett
Eastern again cut the margin is Steve seer
w
241
The cifficial indoil.aosseitsdill-two. 59-57, with 7.32 left in the
open on Januarx V when
WO ewe. Swiss(SC)
game But Murray held the Purdorn Lovett
615 Murray will
take part in a five
599
'Colonels scoreless for the next Dan Jane%
Vernon R,Iey
577 team meet at the University of
two minutes and scored six
High Ind. Series (MC)
Illinois.
points to reclaim an eight-point Purdorn Lovett
699
Dan Jones
656
advantage.
Toby Alter
ASO
Milk Averages
Coach Chester Caddag Pacif- Dave Bradford
In
ic College football team showed Ron Pace
175
a five game gain with their 1972 Lyman Don
175
175
record of 8-3 The team had a T C Hargrove
174
1311 _ACKICS
ciel1trI971'Fec
-

At Wichita, Kan., Bill Bunton
tut on a layup with 16 seconds
left in the second overtime period to give Louisville the victory. over Wichita State. After the
shot, Wichita corrupitted an offensive foul, losing its chance
for a last shot, and Louisile's
Terry Howard dropped in -tWo
free throws. The Cardintils,
now 11-2 for the season, are undefeated in two conference
games and trail only Memphis
State in MVC standings.

• There's Got To Be
A Better Way •
•
•
TV SPECIAL
•
•
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Racers Stop Eastern
75-70 For 011C Victory

Last-Second Shot Lifts Morehead
Over Austin Peay In OVC Action
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bubba Abell didn't score in
double figures and he wasn't
even looking for the shot that
gave Morehead an 81-79 victory
over Austin Peay and guided
his team to a tie for the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship over the weekend.
"I was looking for Leonard
(Coulter w," Abell said later. "I
wasn't really looking for the
shot, but I knew time was running outpThe last time I looked
there were nine seconds left,
and it sure seemed like a lot of
time before I got the ball "
With the score tied at 79-79
Morehead Coach Bill Harrell
looked at the clock.

_ILENTIJCILY

No question. it's the
most beautiful midsize car we ve
ever had
. And the
Gold
Stocker
sign means
you can get
a new Satellite at a great -

price Now

Da business with a(Wailer who values your business!

YL
OR
MOTORS,Inc;
303 So: 4th Street

Murra , Ittetticki

LEXINGTON, K
The University I
basketball Wildcats
the weekend like
team from the o
played here before
Bouyed by a c
victory over Flori
first Southeastern
home game this
Wildcats will try
upon their 7-4 se:
conference record,
they take on the
dogs.
Georgia, trying to bounce
79-64 loss to Terme.
the Bulldogs 2-2 in
6-4 overall.
- -Para •
looked like Kentuc
to give another of
performances that
Joe Hall so much
first season as he.
The Wildcats,
trailed in the ga
point lead as Flo
most three mm
scoring midway
first half
Immediately af
tucky went score
two and a half
mg the Gators to
the margin and
39 at halftime.
From the start
halt, however,
no doubt of the
win as they built
24 points with 6:

•
•

•

:
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Many Heroes In Miami Lineup In Super Bowl

Super Bowl Fish Fry Ends AS-t
Convincing Victory For Miami

season.
One went 36 yards for a
By JACK STEVENSON
"It's just a nickname and 'touchdown to Howard Twilley.
Associated Press Sports Writer
WS ANGELES (API - they should know now that Another gained 19 yards on a
throw to Jim Mandich at the
When the experts got around to we're a team."
aged 72 of Washington's 141 would have been a different
The scoring statistics are about to waste it.
By BRUCE LOWITT
Defensive captain Nick two Jim !Click_ scored that
picking a hero of Miami's 14-7
_
ground yards against the Del- ball game."
l•
'comsuccessive
Four
Writer
'simple. A '28-year Griese-toAssociated Press'Sports
Super Bowl victory, they found Buoniconti, whose pass inter- touchdown.
phins, and he needed 22 carries
to
Jerry
different.*
yards
Was
pletions-11
thing
One
AP)
touchdown
Twilley
I
DolHoward
second
up
ANGELES
the
set
112
ception
ot
WS
total
rushing
Csonka's
of
in
mob
scene
a
themselves
President Nixon, who had avidi
phin touchdown,commented,"I yards compares with the record "Welcome to the Super Bowl pass with one second to go in Smith, 15 to Charley Taylor, to do it.
Dolphins.
Csonka, meanwhile, brushed ly supported Miami a year ago'
Defensive line stalwart Man- think our line had the best of 121 by Matt Snell of the New Fish Fry," said the bedsheet the first quarter and p one-yard then 16 and seven to Roy Jefaside Redskin tacklers all day, En its Super Bowl loss, switched'
ny Fernandez figured in 10 game ever played by four guys York Jets in 1969 but Snell had banner in the massive Me- Jim Kiick plunged with 18 to go ferson, and the 'Skins were on
piling up 112 yards. Forty-nine his allegiance this year to the
it
However,
17.
in
Miami
that
hardly
the
But
the
secolid.
uniform."
in
that
Dolphin
up
Coliseum.
in
front
morial
twice as many carries
tackles, most for either team.
of them came in one explosion Redskins and saw his heroes go'
was the Washington Redskins tells much of a story.
So add to your heroes list- 16-7 victory over Baltimore,
Jake Scott intercepted two
But as suddenly as Kilmer
charge through half the Red- down to defeat from the Flori:
who got neatly sauteed by pro
arm, he lost itpasses, equalling a Super Bowl defensive ends Bill Stanfill and
s scoring is a bit had found his
Washington'
skins on the field with five min- da White House in Key Bisunand
defensive
unbeatable
Den
Herder
Vern
football's
record.
and he lost eight yards when
tells
it
---and
more
complicated
to go in the third quarter.
cayne.
derdogs, the Miami Dolphins.
blew in to dump utes
Bob Griese, starting his first tackle Bob Heinz. And don't
an important story. It was the Feltriandez
said there were plenty
Allen
ip
who
Championsh
's
Matheson
Bob
forget
"Washingtoh
Curt
earto
up
ankle
was
it
So
game since a broken
him.
of
a
helped by frenzy
upset about. One
Menu: Filet of Dolphin," said defense,
Washington on of things to be
ly in the season, marshaled the comes irias a linebacker on the
that got the points. Knight to -put
of them was an apparent fumanother homemade paean to confusion,
offense and directed forces to three-man front defense the
scoreboard.
the
42-yard field
bled snap by Miami center
Coach George Allen's Over- Garo Yeprenuan's
He difln't. The place-kicker
Iwo touchdowns--setting up one Dolphins know as 53. That's
by
was
blocked
goal
attempt
Kind* in the opening
was
it
However,
number.
TheHill Gang.
seven straight Howard
with a pass and passing for the Matheson's
and, when the who had booted
minutes, one which Redskins'
Scott intercepted one Bill KilMianu quarterback Bob Griese Bill Brundige
Playoffs
NFC
the
in
goals
other.
Harold McLinton
'Cypriot place-kicker recovered field
and Dallas linebacker
Larry Csonka came within mer pass on the first series of By THE ASSO('IATED PRESS who feasted on the tasty )44-to pass it, he against Green Bay
tried
and
then recovered
ball
loose,
the
slapped
another
and
defense.
quarter
second
the
Len Lilyholm helped design in the Redskins'
missed from 32 yards out.
nine yards of the Super Bowl
d line.
lost the.handle.
HOCKEY
It was bullish Larry Csonka
throw that on the Dolphins' 25-yar
not
did
simply
rushing record with 112 in 15 three yards deep in the end the handsome new St. Paul Civ"I
Bass
Mike
Cornerback
nailed McLinton
officials
The
He
stanza.
Coliseum
the
the
fourth
in
up
PITTSBURGH - - Pittsburgh
zone
gobbled
who
lookwhy
Kilmer,
said
today,"
ic Center which explains
well
carries.
galand
nod-air
snatched it in
for illegal procedure. It gave Penguin right winger Ken
"I think we proved we have brought that one back to the the veteran hockey player feels turf It was Manny Fernandez loped 49 yards down the left ing forward glumly to his role
chance to punt Schmkel was named to replace
who chewed up the Washington
as quar- Miami a second
Dallas
in
Sunday
the best defense in football, the Redskins 48 before Charley right at home in the building.
next
sideline for the touchdown
one was good, a 50- "Red" Kelly, fired as head
this
and
befrom
Scott
him
Jake
was
caught
It
Harraway
game.
ground
All-Star
the
archiand
the NEC
Lilyholm, a 31-year-old
best offense in football
which, with 2:07 to play, avert- terback of
yard boomer by Seiple.
coach of the National League
tect, has scored the winning who speared the Redskin aerial ed the ultimate ignominy for Learn in the Pro Bowl. "I think
best football team," declared hind.
And there was a fumbled Hockey club.
The Dolphin safety-man was goal in each of the two World attack like a hungry interloper
had thrown well we would
I
if
the agile 250-pound Fernandez.
Washington.
in the first
TENNIS .
... that punt by Scott later
the keystone man in the Dol- named winner of an automobile Hockey Association victories amid trays of hors d'ouvres.
cham- have beaten them
record
might
the
Suddenly,
Redskins
The
period.
sports
was
national
by
a
banquet
given
the
is
AUCKLAND, New Zealand
And hen
doesn't mean
week
next
the Minnesota Fighting Saints
game
phins' front wall.
pionship crowd of 90,182 fanshave had the ball on the Dol- Onny Parun of New Zealand
"It was the best day of my 26 magazine to the man it consid- have scored in their new home over on Sunday, the Miami Dol- and the estimated 75 million a thing any more. Not without
phins' 37-but Dick Anderson rallied from a two-set deficit
the
Suin
Super
in
valuable
most
the
ers
victory
a
with
phins,
this
for
_
nnk.
years. I've been looking
including this one.
viewers,
television
for Miami.
recovered
convincing
Bowl
per
more
and won the men's singles title
lilyholrn delivered the over- Bowl VII far
"We figured we had to run
since I was a kid "
those in unblacked-out Los An"That was the biggest play of in the New Zealand Open
overall
their
but
Miami
Griese. the time goal that gave the Saints than the final 14-7 score, had
against
And Fernandez, who made
Quarterback
makes—had themselves a close
the Dolphin roster as a free 77 year-old who hadn't started a 3-2 decision over Ottawa Sun- become the National Football game. They waited for the on- defense is so good that we the nrst half," Allen said: -lf Tennis Championships, while
munch
to
team
first
couldn't get anything started." we'd gotten that ball -and I Evonne Goolagong of Australia
agent, still likes the No Name for 10 games after a broken day night. In the only other League's
side kick. But it never came.
Brown, who had led NFC feel we would have scored---we swept to a straight-set victory
Defense" tag hung on the ankle, hit six passes in as WHA game played, Winnipeg their way through an entire
"There was too much time Larry
season without so much as a tie
with 1.216 yards, man- could have gone ahead and it in the women's final.
rushers
Miami defenders earlier this many attempts in the first half. topped Cleveland 3-2.
try
just
left,- Allen said "You
In Saturday's WHA action, to blemish their record.
held them and
With the American Confer- to kick deep,
Alberta trimmed Los Angeles 4maybe block the punt." But
arid
equally
offense
top
ence's
6-2,
Chicago
downed
1, Houston
they didn't hold them until
Philadelphia swamped Quebec supreme defense, they had barbarely a minute remained.
9-4 and New England edged reled through the year with a
They didn't block the punt, a
of
pair
a
in
Then,
record.
14-0
4-3.
New York
40-yarder by Larry Seiple that
In Sunday's National Hockey come-from -behind efforts,
dumped the Redskins back on
League games, Boston blasted they'd nudged past Cleveland
their own 30-yard line.
for
21-17
Pittsburgh
and
20-14
blanked
Montreal
6-0,
Buffalo
Then, after three incomplete
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - thanks in part to a six-mintite' Vancouver 3-0. the New York the AFC title.
s
by Billy Kiliner and a
passes
Kentucky
of
University
The
'Florida dry spell.
And finally., as underdogs of
Rangers downed Philadelphia
basketball Wildcats looked over
The closest Florida came 5-2, St. Lows edged the New anywhere from one to three final crushing quarterback sack
the weekend like a different after that was 83-65 with 2:57 York Rangers 2)1, Detroit points, they marched into Super that left him staring helplessly
team from the one that last left as Kentucky held them 'nipped Pittsburgh-34:Atlanta Bowl VII, silently deterniined at the smug-laden California
played here before Christmas.
scoreless for the rest of the stopped Los Angeles 4-1 and to shove into the background sky, the Dolphins, for their 60
work, were each
•
Bouyed by a crushing 95-65 game
their 24-3 humiliation at the minutes of
Chicago tied California 6-6
r to $25,000
richer-lose
815.000
their
us
Florida
pleasurbiggest
over
Hall's
victory
One of
Lilyholm's game-winner was hands of the Dallas Cowboys in
first Southeastern Conference es was the way practically ev- his second goal of the game the championship --game.ot a if you include the AFC playoff
shares.
home game this season, the erybody contributed to ths-stio--- and came on a rebound of year ago.
--- ----The National Conference
Wildcats will try to improve tory, Kentucky's biggest of the Wayne Connelly's shot_
They didn't just push it into
champion Redskins each reupon their 7-4 season and 2-1 season.
lilyholm was used mostly as the background. They obliteceive about $17,500 including
conference records tonight as
Jim Andrews, the Wildcats' a per.alty killer until the last rated it.
$7,500 Super Bowl loser's
the
BullaverGeorgia
the
17.5
on
a
with
take
scorer
they
leading
.1 don't know what I'm gonthree games when Coach Glen
-age going into the game, netted Sonmor promoted him to regu- 'na tell these guys in training check.
dogs.
Griese, who played it protecGeorgia, meanle, will be 14 points in each half and lar duty, "to give us some zip,. camp," Coach Don Shute said
trying to bounce back from a pulled down 16 rebounds-tops He's given us that and more," in the jubilant Miami locker tively cozy in the second half,
the game with eight
79-64 loss to Tennessee that left for either team in both cate- said Sonmor
room, "except maybe, we got- finishing
completions on 11 passes for 88
the Bulldogs 2-2 in the SEC and gories.
It was the first overtime loss ta win the College All-Star
yards, was dynamite in the
6-4 overall.
Ronnie Lyons added 17 points -in seven games for Ottawa.
Game.'
half at-his-Lirststart since
first
it
nightday
Satw
forliw
lnk
revey-tfi-Etr-wo
--aKeetrr"There wa3 AlWayrthr'emp'Winnintig'ART
the fifth game of the season. ;
looked like Kentucky was going winners.
well at home, winning its sixth ty feeling of not having acconiwhen leg and ankle injuries
to give another of the hot-cold
Also finishing in double straight. The Jets used third plished the ultimate,' said
Earl Morrall in as the
brought
caused
have
that
Mine
s
was
performance
figures for Kentucky
period goals by Bob Ash and Shut& who twice had taken
Joe Hall so much anguish in his Flynn with 12.
Steve Cuddle to whip Cleve- teams into the Super Bowl and
In the first two periods he
first season as head coach.
Ironically, Hall had called land. •
• twice had come away a loser.
6-for-6 for 75 yards. And
went
never
who
conFlynn
Wildcats,
before
The
time out just
Ash's goal midway through "This is the ultimate."
have been 8-for-8 for
trailed in the game, built a 13- nected for the first time on a the final period snapped a tie
The Dolphins had conic with- he would
point lead as Florida went al- jumper with 4:51 left in the and then Cuddie supplied the in one busted field goal attempt 142 yards had got a 20-yarder
most three minutes without first half. Nobody heard the clincher with 21-2 minutes left in in the waning minutes of be- to Mary Fleming and a 47-yard
bomb to Paul Warfield
According to, national statistics, one person out of every
scoring midway through the coach, however, and the basket the game
coming the first shutout victor scoring
out by penalties.
wiped
been
will require hospital treatment this year Hospitalizaseven
first half
seemed to give the Jeffersonin the Super Bowl.
time
of
plenty
still
was
There
Kennot something you can plan on But it is something
is
that,
tion
conafter
the
Immediately
ville, Ind., sophomore
And, with their 17-0 record,
the second half began and
you can plan for By enrolling in the Kentucky Blue Cross,
tucky went scoreless for over fidence he has lacked so far
they moved within one victory as
who finished with comand Blue Shield p health protection program you re assured
two and a half minutes, allow- this season. He went on to hit
of the Chicago Bears' twice- Kilmer,
passes
28
his
of
half
on
pletions
at
away
chip
minute
to
next
the
Gators
in
of
having quality health care protection to help meet today s
two more
ing the
achieved record for the NFI.'s
for 104 yards, didn't seem
health care costs
the margin and narrow it to 43- and a half.
longest winning streak.
BLUE CROSS offers a variety of plans that pay from $25
39 at halftime.
In all Kentucky hit 50.6 per
OOOOO MO
to $40 a day for your hospital room, plus comprehensive
From the start of the second. cent from the field while emBowling League
0111•11•111 OOOOOOOOOOO8•11•0•111•11•••••11•11•11
II
W L •
benefits that pay in full for all covered hospital services
•
hall, however, the Wildcats left ploying a tough man-to-man de- Team
•
46 18 •
II
Blue Shield has two plans one that provides up to $270,
no doubt of their intention to fense that held down the Ga- F/elI'sBeaufySchool
•
41 73 •
•
Johnson's Groeery
one that provides up to $405 fpr surgical expenSe, both
and
win as they built their lead to tors' shooting percentage to Bank
•
•
24
40
of Murray
•
•
include in-hospital medical, x-ray and anesthesia allowances
24 points with 6:36 remaining, 37.5.
Murray Insurance Agency 38 26 •
•
36 26 •
Murray Muffler.
With comprehensive Bliue Cross and Blue Shield,
•
31 33 •
Triangle Inn
•
Schedule C or D. you are eligible to apply for additional
28 36 •
s
Boones
•
23 41 •
Jerry's Restaurant
protection available through the Extended Benefits E ndorse•
•
23 41 •
Tappan
•
This Endorsement adds and increases specified
'mint14 SO •
Eakes?Amusement
•
20
I
benefits out-of-the-hospital during hospitakzation and fol•
•
, High Team Game (SC)
•
•
lowing hospitalization
781 •
•
Eieirs Beauty School
757 •
C
E tell's Beauty School
Blue Cross and Blue Shield are the standards by which
•
•
732 •
Jorison's Grocery
most other health care plans are measured For eligible
•
•
•
individuals and families not covered under an employee
High Team Game (HC)
•
•
9147
•
Elell's Beauty School
group plan, you can select the right plan for you
958
•
School
Beauty
•
/ell's
E
958
•
There is a program for college students, growing families
Bank of Murray
•
•
936 •
Murray Insurance Agency
maternity benefits) even a plan for those over 65
(includes
•
High Team series (SC)
•
•
that supplements health expenses not covered under Medi15
222162
E,ell's Beauty School
•
•
•
Johnson's Grocery
care Send today for details of the plans that fit your needs.
1975 •
Sport Coats •
Murray Insuracne Agency
v Coats
•
There's no obligation No salesman will call
•
•
Pants
High Team Series (MC)
•
Corduroy
v
•
Slacks
v
2865 •
E-rett's Beauty S, hoc)
•
2718 •
•
Eaker Amusement
Shirts
Farm Bureau Members, See Your Farm Bureau Agent
•
2700 •
Tops
Jerry's Restaurant
v
•
Dress Pants •
•
Sleepwear
High Ind Game (SC)
•
199
Chatman
Marilyn
te
•
199 •
Mildred Hodge
v Slips
•
Our only business is helping you
•
188
Marilyn Chatman
good health care you can afford
get
Sweaters
•
186
Wanda Nance
Headwear
•
•
•
4
-Nigh Ind Game (HC)
•
779 II
Marilyn(batman
ex
•
225 •
1 Group Boys
•
Mildred Hodge
Many School
Kentucky BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD •
223 ▪
Jean self
3101 Bairdstown Rd., Louisville . Kentucky 40205

Minnesota
Takes Overtime
Win On Sunday

Sports
In Brief

UK To Meet Georgia
In SEC Play Tonight

1

Who will be number seven?

Bowling
Standings
•

TOBACCO DOLLARS

SALE

High Ind. Series (SC)
Marilyn Chatman

Mildred Hodge
Betty Dixon

Murray Branch
EDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
INSURED'
a.,

7th and Main
Phone
111.701
Mr.

* BOYS

* GIRLS

Earn Up To

PA 1 M 131 1:1

.• H
-et

Nigh Ind Series (HC)

Marilyn Chatman

Mildred Hedge
Betty Oxon

High Averages
Mildred Hodge
Marilyn Chatman
Wanda Narsce
Betty Dixon
Mary Harris
Norma Bennett

SSO •
502 ••

•
•

642 •
628 •
619 .•
•
•
164
158
•
143 •
143

„

Slips

SIC*

Frances I-iv:grove
Barbara Alexander'

147 •

1 Group Girls

I

Do•
•

apply

Name

ttiArliMrsi (Miss)

Leotards

Phone

Zip

City

Address

_ %Joni& Sh000ing Center

f

Without obligallon send Blue Cross and Blue Shield
nongrouo inlormatron Check all dents thal

•

•
Lassie ..
•• Lad &
Shop

143

gririitir VW
11,
Beffii JohnSon- ••18••••••.,,499
Margie
Garland

0
Shirts $1'

1/3 Off
Ideal for Spring"
1 Group Girls

Pants

552

Occupation
Employed By(Company name)
(Compen1 attrtreSil
Circle Age categorylam)]Getting married

18-24

25-39

40-84

IDA college student

[ 11 am -presently a member of Blue Cross and Blue
improving my benefits My Certificate No
if-44.n intliallialitlwriorm.igg an

85 or. over
MITI1S3

Shield interested in

imotoyokagasakiSor.mote ernplaysesA..

•
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The Pharmacists of Say-Rite pledge
low, low prices, continued good service
and quality merchandise for 1973.
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Saw-Rite's

ONE A DAY

wind olosvn
THE DETESTABLE TSETSE FLY ‘Anat appears to tie possiblv
000 times by Eastman Kodak's elec
wheal 'is.. really the foot of a tsetse IN magnified
iron microscope at Rochester N `‘'

III

MULTIPLE VITAMINS
VITAMINSRegular and with Iron

MURRAY

Rutile? SERVICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
Phone 753 9999
‘th & Maple St

a
min.

And %%liv nol? A inais 5.1)0 carries a eseilis caul
ahead\ !sin S4)111")14..S gOtgi 1411!"• A11(1 ii Y""
have iiians.. so moult OW lx.tter._
N4111 V( piled lip
Ri ii if vim have many,
111111( Ir01..(11(11141".. Mil\IX' IlleV SIM o 11(1 he eoniiiso 11PM loan. (:(10(1.' Thai's what ut.
want lu d( r., /es our qx,i-144/11'.
S6* )114 W-44W:-:1441 4P. V4IU Wall a tIclat-cumst.d,
i(lati()n loan. Ntake 0111 payment a month 10 Its
instead of.%eves al_so jI los os iwwle. It's easier
et)pv-ottr-plis
to liandlc Owl ‘vav.,\IRI
I(1-pef)111.1' WI\ I( I., 0)(TV Soil ii din ,i's NI
Loans and financing in any afnount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate

riREAv
„, e
1/EItrei

In Bel-Air Center
"

Classic Hats
Return For
Spring Look
By ANN HENCKEN
Associated Press Writer
Hat deNEW YORK iATh
signers say the hat is hound to
be an important accent as fashions reflect a more serene and
conservative style for spring:
The designers wanted a _
definite statement in hats because the clothes were so understated. You couldn't tell if
they were catalcigue or couture,
without the proper accessories,- said Frank Olive, hat
designer whg., worked With designers like Coty-award winntng John Anthony to coordinate his hats
It's the return of the Great
Gatsby era for the coming season, said Olive. echoing an already-popular theme for spring
"Our life style is similar to
the Gatsby era — m the classic
wide-brimmed hats, the turban,
the small-fitting cloches There
are baggier pants, both chunky
and sensitive heels, crepe du
chines. and the tennis visor,"
said Olive, who showed his hats
at the Millinery Institute of
America's presentation on
Thursday
Last year's funky colors, like
dark raisin and puce, have
turned soft and light-spirited A
pale lime green hat with roll
brim was offered by Albrizio.
Mr Martin showed a "strawberries in the snow" version of
the floppy ginghani sport look.
The felt hat is bigger this
year, as it is a good year round
bet Try a small "peach melba"
• felt hat with a conservative suit,
which is a strong idea for
spring. Or wear it with a
matching peach dress
Olive suggested a large-brimmed hat with pallazzo pants or
with a pleated skirt and cardigan Jack McConnell offered a
double-brimmed
dramatic
black and white straw hat in
this style
The turban may he the most
versatile of all, as it's good for
evening, the slinky sweater look
or suits, said Olive,-whose hats
are priced from 99 to $40
"It's the most imaginative
but the most disciplined look."
he said, adding !hat the turban
looks either great or disastrous,
depending on how carefully it is
placed on the head
He showed a white organza
turban, set with a bunch of gardenias in back
When flowers are used, it is in
a sparing way Roses and lilacs
cascade from one side of a
yellow and white straw. by .Mr.
John Jr
The hats were shown as part
of the New York Couture Business Council's national press
week.
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Cold Capsules
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Low 1973
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Discount

REGULAR
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Price

$1.69 VALUE
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Head &
Shoulders
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Lotion - Jar - Tube
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- 1.05 Value - '1.15 Value
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III

Kama
Lee

IN
II

Many Colors

IN

Say-Rite's Low
1973 Discount
Price

PANTY
HOSE

Colgate Reg. '1.09
Crest Reg.,1.11.

HI

III

SCIENTIFOLLY
TESTED AND
APPROVED FOR
LONGER WEAR AND
ACCURATE FIT!
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Mouthwash

NUDE HEEL -

Money Back Guarantee
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II

Once in the morning and your

Sold Only at Say-Rite
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YOUR CHOICE
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PEARL
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TOOTH
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DROPS
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Pearl Drops
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Our Up To
The Minute Pharmacies Where You Are
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Spearmint
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$1.09 VALUE
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Miss Denise Leigh Grogan Is Married To
Dale H. Willis In Candlelight Ceremony
Monday, January 15
The Acteen.s of the Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at the
home of Kathy Halford, 708 Elm
Street, at 6.30 p.m.

At The First United Methodist Church
Miss Denise Leigh Grogan
became the bride of Dale H.
Willis on Thursday, December
'21, in the sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray. Dr. Samuel R. Dodson,
Jr., performed the double ring
ceremony at four-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Grogan of
Murray and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard R.
Willis, Jr., of Washington Court
House. Ohio.
The church altar was
decorated with urns of lavender
and purple tipped carnations,
white daus poins, and purple
statice. Two seven tiered
candelabra were used on each
side of the altar
Preceding the ceremony Mrs.
Richard W. Farrell presented a
program of organ music.. The
traditional wedding march was
used for the processional and
Trumpet Voluntary••• for the
recessional_
The guest register was placed
in the vestibule of the church at
a table covered with a floor
length cloth in white peau de
soie accented with a rnuuature
medley bouquet identical to
those used on the altar
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father the bride was lovely in a
gown of white imported peau
D'ange lace. The empire design
was accented with ruffles of the
lace at the high neckline, long
sleeves, and hemline. The
waistline attached to the softly

1

gathered skirt was defined by a
seed pearl bonding.
The chapel length mantilla
veil of illusion was adorned With
a border of re-embroidered
peau Dange lace She carried
an enchantment bouquet of
white cattleya orchids, white
butterfly roses, and purple
statice with a pearl trim. Her
only jewelry was a single strand
of pearls,a gift from the groom.
The bride's maid of honor was
Miss. Carol Goodwin, her
cousin. The bridesmaids were
Muss Dawn Willis, sister of the
groom, Miss Cathy Mitchell,
and Miss Jan Reagan. Each
wore - identical -floor length
gowns in deep purple pauve
velour, fashioned with short
puff sleeves, scoop neckline,
and an empire waistline with a
softly draped skirt. They each
carried a French hand bouquet
of purple cattleya orchids with
pearl trim.
David Willis from Dayton,
Ohio, attended his brother as
best man. Ushers were Duke
Willis, Washington Court
House, Ohio, brother of the
groom, Allan Grogan, brother
of the bride, and Pat Hagerty of
Annandale, Va.
The bride's mother chose to
wear for her daughter's wedding a floor length velveteen
suit in Marine blue with a white
satin blouse and matching
aceessories She carried a
purple cattleya orchid hand
bouquet with cathedral pearl
trim.
Mrs. Willis, mother of the

JANUARY
CLEARANCE
SALE
1 Group
Brush Nylon

1 Rack

Jeans
$50
Long Wear
$500

Lingerie

•

1 Rack
•SKIRTS
•SWEATERS
•BLOUSES
•BODY SUITS

14 OFF
1 Rack
•LOUNGEWEAR
•QUILTED ROBES
•PARTY DRESSES
1/2 PRICE
1 Group

COATS
$1000
rice

$ 00
•

•
1 Rack

GOWN & ROBE
SETS
$500
GOWNS
$300

BUTTE KNIT
% OFF
Jr.

PANT SUITS
$10®

e

1 Rack fr. & Misses

1 Rack Misses
•BLOUSES
•VESTS
•BUIZERS

SLACKS
$500
TAM SETS

$500

1/2 Price
•

•

Bobbie Brooks

Holiday Pastels
'1A OFF-71 JeweLq

es

/
1
2 PRICE

Messes

DRESSES
$ I®
.
r

DRESSES
$ C$/$ & $8®

— No Returns or Exchanges -

CAMPUS CASUAL
SHOP
Across from Administration Building
— Plorpht of Fro*
Phone 753-2895
f
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Give range loving care

The Golden Circle Class of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. June
Cottrell, 513 South 6th Street. A
demonstration by personnel of
the Poppy Shoppe will be held.

•

Tuesday, January 16
A skating party will be held
by the Memorial Baptist Church
from seven to nine p.m. The bus
will leave theochurch at 6:15 for
those needing transportation.
Cost is $1.50 for adults and,$1.00
for those under 12.

Mr. and Mrs. Dale H Willis

Rehearsal Dinner
Mr arid Mrs. Richard R
Willis. Jr , entertained the
bridal couple, out of town
guests, and the wedding party
with a champagne dinner in the
Red Room of the Holiday Inn on
the evening of the wedding
rehearsal.
The u-shaped table was
covered with a white cloth and
centered with an arrangement
of whife daisy porns, snapdragons, pulite sea foam, and
baby's breath. Floral candle
arrangements and place earth'
completed the tableletting.
1:14...fee twentyfive guests.' The couple
preseoted gifts to their attendants

•

Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church women will
meet at the social hall of the
church at two p.m.
The Faith Doran Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
women will meet at the home of
Mrs. Bun Swann, 1323 Poplar
Street, at two p.m.

Monday, January 15
Chapter M of P.E.O.
Sisterhood has rescheduled its
Wednesday, January 17
meeting at 7'30 p.m. at the
The J.N. Williams Chapter of
home of Mrs. Morgan Sisk.
the upc will have its annual
Lee, Jackson, and Maury
Murray Unit of the National luncheon at the Holiday Inn at-Hairdressers Association meet 12 noon with Dr. Harvey Elder
at the Holiday Inn at seven p.m. as speaker.

Aft.

groom, wore a floor length gown
in silver gray chiffon with a
sculptured knit bodice accented
with silver accessories and she
also carried a purple catUeya
orchid
Also present for the wedding
were Mr. and Mrs. Eults
Goodwin, grandparents of the
bride, and Mrs. Guy Heath of
Sedatia, Ohio, grandmother of
the groom, Mrs. Goodwin and
Mrs. Heath were presented a
corsage of white miniature
carnateens
The'wedding was directed
Miss Dana Carpenter of Benton.
Reception
Following the ceremony dip
hnde's parents were hosts foi
the reception held in the social
hall of the church
The bride's table was drapped
with a white peau de sole cloth
caught up at the corneri and
eenter with bows and strands of
cathedral pearls. The centerpiece was a five branched
candelabrum with a medley
bouquet of purple tapped carnations, white roses, purple
stance, and baby's breath
The three tiered wedding
cake was decorated with a
miniature medley bouquet,
sugar love birds, and wedding
bells.
Punch, finger sandwiches,
nuts, and mints were served by
Miss Rosemary Scott. Miss
Dana Carpenter. Miss Marsha
Ernstberger, and Mrs David
Willis, sister-in-law of the
groom Assisting in serving
were Mrs. Loyd Jones and Mrs.
Ralph Goodwin, aunts of the
bride.
Rice bags were distributed to
the guests by Misses Pam and
Amy Johnson.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., with the bride
wearing a black and white
velveteen and wool. pantsuit
with an orchid from her bridal
bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis are now
making their home in Murray
while they both attend Murray
State University
Out of town guests other than
those mentioned previously
were Mrs. Richard Tuck, Union
City, Tenn , Miss Elessa
Carpenter, Benton; Miss
Margaret Heaven, Darborn,
Mich.; Mrs:- B.R. Horne and
daughter, Gail, Columbus,
Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. John Willis.
Chicago, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Willis, Steve Miller,
Eric Kellough, Gary Mount,
Jim TatmaneDavid DaRef, Ed
Heath, Steve Self, Bob Green,
John Green, and John Alkire,
Washington Court House. Ohio.

senior citizens and volunteers.
Table games will be from one to
eight p.m. also.

Prenuptial Events

A bridal shower was held at
the home of Mrs Zelna Carter
with the hostesses being Miss
Jan Reagan and Miss Beth
Tuck who were assisted by Mrs.
Johnny Reagan and Mrs.
Carter.
Mrs. Harold Hopper, Mrs. Joe
Dick, Mrs. Galen Thurman;
Jr . and Mrs. Ptulhp Mitchelit
were hcblesses for a coffee at
the Mitchell home Miss Learvia
Dick eeelsoei the hostesses.
A coffee was held at the home
of Mrs. Robert V Johnson with
riles Cletus Colson, John
Simmons, Thomas
Ernstberger. Dan Hart, Chester
Thomas, Ken Adams, and
Johnson as hostesses.
The couple and their friends
were entertained with a chili
supper at the home of Miss
Cathy Mitchell
The bridesmaids breakfast
a as held at the Red Room of the
Holiday Inn A centerpiece of
white daisy porns, snapdragons,
and purple seaftiam, randles,
and miniature brides marked
places for fourteen persons.
Hostesses for the occasion were
Mrs. Loyd Jones and Mrs.
Ralph Goodwin, aunts of the
bride, and Mrs. W B. McCuiston

FERN

The executive Board of the
Kirksey School PTA will meet
at the home of Mrs. Rudy Lovett
at 1:30 p.m.
A
concert by
Loyola
University Chorale, New
Orleans, La., will be held in the
University School auditorium at
eight p.m. There is no charge
and the public is invited.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Bridge will be held by the
will meet at the Masonic Hall at women at the Oaks Country
seven p.m. New officers will be Club at 915 a.m., with Virginia
Installed.
Jones 753-5406 as hostess. A
The Music Department of the potluck luncheon will be served
Murray Woman's Club will at noon with Joyce Thomas and
meet at the club house at 730 Bobbie Hornittg as hostesses.
p m with Mesdames Sam
The Pacers Homemakers
Knight, David Gowans, Keith
Hays, Robert E Johnson, Club will meet at the home of
James Kline, Glenn Wilcpx, Mrs_ Farouk Umar at 9 30 a.m.
Richard Hutson, and Jolin
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Taylor as hostesses
meet at the Faxon School at 130
Tuesday, January 16
pin
The Coldwater Hornmakers
Thursday, January 15
Club will meet with Mrs
Women of the Moose Lodge
Delbert Newsome at 12:30 p.m.
No. 1465 will meet at the Lodge
Hall
at eight p.m. The executive
Methodist
United
The
board will meet at 7.30 p.m.
Women of Good Shepherd
Church will meet at one p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Dorothy Group of the First Order of the Eastern Star will
Baptist Church Women will meet at the Masonic Hall at 7.30
meet at the home of Mrs. James p m..
Martin at ten a.#1._
Griduala_Recital of Patricia
ano, Paduceh, will
Mrs. Albert Tracy, local Lacey,
bridge instructor, will start a be held all eight pm at the
free series of bridge lessons at Ferrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Murray
the Ellis Drive Center at 1:30 Center,
State
*p.m. for all Men -and women University.
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•
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Read the booklet that came
with the range and follow its
instructions faithfully.
A well-kept range can give
years of deep satisfaction, so
choose yours well and give it
loving care.

GAZETTE TERRACE

You can spend your twilight years.
In helping mankind.
Old folks lose their Importaace,
as years go by.
Many are just marking time,
till the day they die
You can make yourself important.
Its helping those tn need,
The sick, the poor, the lost souls.
The hearts that ache and bleed.
A smile from you could be all they need.
Thus when I hear the aged say,
"For me there is no place,"
I tell them they are seeded by the human race
--J.D. Allyson

DR.

The "human race," consisting of Residents and Staff at
Fern Terrace need you and chances are, your reading this
is
some indication you—or someone you know—would benefit
by living in our home. We invite you to come visit with us and
see for yourselves

Podiatr
11

WELCOME: We are pleased to welcome into our home; Mr.
Beckham Pasamore from Adair Co., Ky.; Mr, David
Barrowman from Lexington, Ky ; Mr. Marachalleiglish
from Dearborn, Mich.; Mrs. RQy McDoOldd
Mayfield, Ky; Mrs. Effie Humphrey and Mc liprofie
Paschall from Murray, Ky.

;(1 Pth
RN

SYMPATHY: Heartfelt sympathy is extended to the family
of Mrs. Connie Sims, we loved her too.

On
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Ours is the
safe
drycleaning
for

I

Men's orslabliesI .

NEW
MIRACLE
FABRICS_

Pi

991 ea.

Rog. '1.60 ea.

Bring any number You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1973 1..

,Ltin
lir

(II
(11

ammj.
I
I/A
BOONE'
S
..,

19 COUPON SAVINGS
I SWEATERS
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1973

Modern complex synthetic and
natural fibers and fabrics call
for up-dated drycleaning techniques and knowledge. As a
Sanilone Certified Master Drycleaner we have the most modern drycleanIng process We are
well-schooled in superior methods of restoring mese fabrics to
their fresh,like-new appearance.
And that's one more reason
why Catalina, Serbin, and
other clothing experts recommend our Sanitone drycleaning.

Barbara Jewell

By L. EDGAR PR
Copley News Servi

However old you chance to be,
You're never toe old to serve,
There's always something you can do.
To help folks around the curve.

ill

Watch baking cookies
closely and check for doneness just before the minimum time is up. Crisp coohles are done when they are
lightly browned around the
edges. Soft cookies should be
delicately browned. The imprint of the finger tis slightly
visible when the cookies are
done. Bars and squares are
don when the top springs
back when lightly touched
with the finger and separate
from the sides of the pan
when they are done.

Freig

powders and harsh abrasives
. there's just no need, so
why risk the harm? Many
parts can be removed for
cleaning at the sink. . , like
burner bowls, the burners
themselves, oven racks

Published at:
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, Ky.
F.ditor MONA PURDOM

ii

Cookie Test

ri.ownis FOR
EVERY OCCASION
Plower!' are lust r
or
',cations. small'orlarge The
candlelight clinney for two r-rlainlv would not he comp!, te
without flowers. The same
holds Inn- torn -- large banquet.
Flowers do Make the difference Thee set the mood.
Flowers carry the mess•fte
hres-an -he lore kw •
friend. for a relative, or for
husband Or wife. Them are dieferret Rtndc t trWe. 'ffiiT -kind
can always get the right tra,q.
ewe ricroae with a lovely boil(met
floss-era.
• Remember seme.ore special
with flowers Allow us to advise you on the proper
tion if V011 are in doubt selecSc to
the kind of flowers needed
of
the arrangement. Our bitsineut.
Is flowers and
are- more
than happy to offer suggestions
Telephone :‘ our floral order to
us.

If you take reasonable care
of your range, you'll have
many happy hours of creative
cooking and homey family
enjoyment of what you serve.
Your kitchen will be a cheerful-place to be, and just about
all you have to do is keep the
poor thing clean! The range,
we mean
Wipe the top of your range
with hot, sudsy water, rinse
with a damp cloth or sponge
and wipe dry. Do this as soon
as you're through cooking
Do not use strong scouring

:EBONE'S
SPE
MONDAY
DISCOU

OUPON SAVINGS

SLACKS &
TROUSERS ea. 49;

Take Mom
and bring t

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your oleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31. 1973

Sandone
Certieni Mosier Drydroner

Ch
131
Su

,j1300NES
COUPON !SAVINGS

BONE'S

Fo
tr

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
4 for 99;

Laundry & Cleaners

Bring any number. You must pre
sent this
coupon when you bring your cle
aning to
Boone's Cleaners,
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1973

"The Cleaners Interested In You"

BOONE'S

*it

Available AL Al Beene% 6
toiesiait location..

"tunas ytfithirSt.
114:14300

.
-

•

.

13th & Matt
6th & Poplar
Points-

North 12th
Story Ave.
el,Main
1 0.4

411,,

44
.
11491-AV--J4NI4R1rllk 11073
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Freight crisis looms
By IL EDGAR PRINA
" Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The
Maritime Adnitnistration
foresees an intercity freight
is- isis before the decade ends,
but says the long-neglected
domestic segment of the
American merchant marine
can be made ready to steam
to the rescue
Economists project an increase of between 50 per cent
and 100 per cent in the total
transportation needs of the
United States within the next
10 years and mounting pressures are expected on
domestic systems — waterborne, rail and motor.
Wallace T Sansone of the
agency says the general public-is not aware of the impending 1T1sta in rail and motor
freight.
''Their capacity has been
fully utilized and, as a result,
greater financial and physical
operating problems have
plagued these carriers to
meet the-growing demands of
increased freight movements," he said
The dramatic growth of
intercity freight movements
in recent years and the decline in the percentage of
these movements by water
has contributed to the burden
of the U.S. transportation network."
In 1939, the waterways car-rtecl 13 per cent of the total of
786 billion ton-miles of intercity freight In 1970, they car-

ried only 29 6 per cent of 2,293

SALE!

borne transport. Pointing out
that this capacity could be expanded "without requiring
highway, truck or pipeline
construction which cftentimes
has undesirable social and
ecological effects," he said:
-Recent studies show that
water transport has the lowest over-all effect on the environment when based on per
ton-mile of goods moved.
Noise levels of vessels when
compared to the movement of
goods by trucks Of train are 75
per cent lower Other results
show that ships produce 33 per
cent less air pollutants than
diesel trains and 373 per cent
less than diesel trucks, when
compared on a basis of tonutiles per gallon of fuel consumed "

Of the other major earlier's,
,one dropped substantially
over the 31-year period and
the other nearly- tripled its
percentage of the haul.Rails.
fell from 43.1 per cent in 1939
to 33.5 per cent in 1970; trucks
went from 6.8 per cent to 18
per cent in the same period.
Sansone contended policymakers must discover and
implement ways to achieve
higher. vOlumes of freight
flows at lower unit cost to the
users and the rest of the community. He belives he has one
answer.
"The expanded utilization
of domestic water borne
transportation could relieve
much of the load from the
railroads whose systems have
beeorne bugged down and
overburdened," he said.
"Much of the traffic that
water has lost to the land
January 8, 1973
modes over the last three de- ADULTS 108
cades could move more NURSERY 0
economically by water.
NO NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
"The domestic water transportation network which has
Thomas Jefferson Hodges,
been underutilized for several Rt. 5, Murray, Fred Amos
decades is best able to provide Patton, Rt. 1, Box 202, Kirksey,
the future transport capacity
Hamar Lenard Fairris, 1709
required Its vast waterway
Ryan, Murray, Mrs. Charissa
system which comprises Joan Todd and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
some 25,000 miles of naviga- Murray, Miss Deborah Lynn
ble channels is for the most Keith, 1701 Keenland, Murray,
part uncongested and amen- Miss Amy Lynn Haskins, Rt 2,
able to increased traffic
Paducah, Miss Mary Kathleen
flows."
Childress...Hardin, Zelma Ross
ral'he Maritime Admuust
Bruce Virgil King, Rt.
bon official noted the environ- Hardin,
Mrs. Ola Thelma
mental advantages of water- 6, Murray,
Kemp, 211 N. 5th St., Murray,
Mrs. 011ie Barrow Elkins, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray.

'67)Cleciratice
15-16-17
Prices In This Ad Good Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, January

Size 4246

DR. JOHN INGRAM
Podiatrist and Foot Surgeon
Announces The Opening
of His Office
Bel Air Center

Mt ItRAN KENTUCKY

SO. IZth St.
BY APPOINTIWEVT ONLY

75341411

r- Save money!
Save Mommy!
On Mom's Ni !tit Off!
•

t41

January 9, 1973
ADULTS 104,
NURSERY 1

100% Nylon

Navy, red. brown.

•

15'
Hamburger
Cheeseburger 19'
Big Shef
39'
Super Shef
49'
•

For a double treat,
try one with a laN
rat

BURGER
CHEF
Offer Good at
Murray & Myid
BURGER CFIEF

Wide & Pinwale
Size 8-16
Several Colors

Rtg3--1649T--

Assorted styles

Reg. 54.99
sizes and fabrics.

$299

284
Reg. to '9.92
LADIES

LADIES KNIT TOPS

PANTY HOSE

Long and Short Sleeve

Reg.
13.99

NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Donna Kay Greenfield
and Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Benton.
— • --- ADMISSIONS
— 10e Hal Spann, 1004 Dogwood
Dr. , Murray, Master Herschel
Ronnie Bryan, Rt. 6, Box 156,
Murray. Mrs. Mary Kathryn
Starks, Ht. 4. Murray, Mrs.
Anna Mae Hargrove, Box 243,
Cadiz, Waster Michael James
Bryan, Rt 6, Box 156, Murray,
Walter Edgar Rhodes,509 S. 8th
St • Murray. Clew Clay Duncan,
Ht. 1, Dealer, Mrs. Dorothy
Jane Morton, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mr.
Donald Ray Morgan, Rt. 3,
Murray', Mi.ss Tenia Michelle
Young, Rt. I. Almo, Mrs. Mary
Ellen Jones, 1505 Chaucer Or.
Murray, Master RobinsorrPaul
Adams,917 N. 16th St , Murray,
Miss Meleah Rose Paschall,
Rt. 4, Murray, Master Donald
Eugene Duncan, Rt. 1. Dexter,
Hulas James Wilson, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Gladye Rose
Spann. 1005 S. 11th St.,
Eunice
Mrs
Murray,
Lawrence, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Myrtle Williams, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Miss Anne Roberts, Rt. 3,
Murray

Reg.

76`
MEN'S

CONTAC

JEANS
Wide and Pinwale

of colors.
Sizes 29-38.
Reg. '6.94

38'
Reg. '1.27

GILLETTE

RAZOR
BLADES
10 to Pkg.

Q-TIPS
420 to Box

PRINTED BOUCLE

WARP KNIT FABRIC

SHOES
LADIES
Plain Pumps

\

Reg.'Mgt
.
F.4%

\\
'1.68

Boy's JEANS

38

Large Selection
Sizes 8 to 18
Varied Styles & Fabrics

Reg. '1.24

88

Reg. to '3.94

$192

FRAMED
PICTURES
Raw Oak Frames

Reg. '2.88

• Landscapes

MEN'S SHIRTS
Polyester Blend Knit
Beautiful Patterns

Reg. 54.47

$

Yd
your

Sizes S-M-L-XL

Reg. 54.99

$292

$299

BANKAMERICARD
welcome

44

.trwi

45" Wide

00

1/ Price

Asstd. Sizes and

COLD
CAPSULES

Large selection

Nearly AO per cent of Manitoba's population of about one
million live within 100 miles of
.4he U.S. border.

BATH TOWELS
Prints and Solids

The Victoria Cross. Britain's
highest military honor has
been accorded to 94 Canadians.

Reg. to '2.96

Afraid
you're
going deaf?
Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
word•iliar been anwouneed by
Beltone. A non-operating model
of he smallest Helton,aid ever
%lade will he given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn
in the privacy of your own
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
free. It weighs less than a third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit. No wires lead
from body to head.
These models are free, so we
suggest ybu write for yours
now. Again, We repeat, there is
nfj Cost, arid - eeTtainly no obligattOn.
FrifTroniefIrdrIL71201--W Victoria Chieako,111 60646

LADIES
SKIRTSStyles

Petite-Avg.-Tall

Did you know that red
sweet pc ppers are really
only fully matured green
peppers' Red or green
sweet peppers are good
raw or cooked and supply
)itamin A and abscorbic

it!)
Take Mom out of the kitchen (she deserves
Chef.
Burger
and bring the whole family to

JEANS

75%off

Layered look

Sweet peppers

SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES
MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES AFTER 4 P.M.

LADIES
DRESSES

- —

BODY SUITS

Hospital Report

LADIES
CORDUROY

ONE RACK

LADIES

99;
DOOR
MIRRORS
Full Size
Wooden Frame

your
BANKAMERICARO

NO-IRON SHEETS
Beautiful floral

BED SPREAD
F-eils. Twin

in Polyester and Cotton blend

Cotton swith

Full & Twin - Flat and Fitted

Polyester tufting

FULL

.Reg. 54.47

•

Reg. '3.84

TWIN

Reg. '2.84
$ 1 99

5 Different Colors

Reg. 54.97
$344

•

s.

1 .40.,
,.

•

••••

..--, • 7
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By Abkiail--V en Buren
DEAR ABBY. My wife is a former Playboy bunny
We've been married about a year I realize that she met a
the
kit of men while she worked as a cocktail waitress at
calls
gets
still
she
hut
her.
met
I
where
club-which is
askoig if she'll have a drink or dinner with them
She asked me if I "minded" if she saw some ot her old
favorites I really never thou,e.ht_iL WAS.rtrit for her to JE
but I said I didn't mind because I didn't *ant her to think I
was jealous.
She goes out about once a week Am I being a chump"
If I took my secretary-or anyone else out, my wife would
throw a fit
Eten tho I said it was okay at the beginning. I've
changed:thx ..mind. So how do I :ell now that I "mind"
-•without iooking like a jealous
_.
Wilting like, a
1/F th CHANGED: What's wrong with
jealous husband if that's what you are-and with good
reason Tell sour former Playboy bunny that her cottontail
the
past is behind her now and it's time she hopped into
role of a full-time wife
.
- -•
onithurtIty - -tee taw a medtcat
DEAR ABBY In our-igroup I suppose you could call it a "clinic." I started
going to a physician there who was arrogant and generally
unpleasant I wanted to switch to another doctor but didn't
know quite how to do it. My problem was solved_ however,
when he went on vacation and one of his colleagues treated
me instead The substitute physician was wonderful, so I
kept booking him for my treatments II get an inoculation
once a week I
ooctor, so I
Yesterday at the clinic I ran into my first
smiled and said, "Good morning
you' Whoever
He replied sharply, "Who's treating
hell"
like
lobk
You
job.
lousy
a
be is, he's doing
I just
Abby, I was so shocked I couldn't even respond
walked away.
own
Was this ethical' I mean, downgrading one of his

"THERE W45
SOMEONE ELSE
AT 714E PARTte
'TMAT I JANTED
4)'V MEET')

WD

McGovern
Blames Press
For Defeat

• Ex-Bunny should hop
back into her wifely role
it?
colleagues that way? How would 'you have handled
Should I report him?
PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN READER
that
DE 'III READER: Probably just as you did. Either
in tact,
doctor needs a doctor, or he needs some lessons
to the
l and manners. Yes, report this incident
self-contro

administrator of the clinic.
DHAR ABBY. I am an elderly shut-in and have not
attended a wedding in 16 years. I sent one couple a beautiful and expensive pair of pillow cases I had them wrapped
in ribbons and bows and thought it would make a lovely
gift
After going to all this trouble, a friend tells me that
this is out-of-date today. Now they put out -a large tray. and .
everyone deposits money, starting at about $10.. She said at
the last wedding she attended, the bridal couple took in
over $2.000!
Abby, I was shocked I had heard of giving money to
family, but to every bride and groom, I can't agree Is this
SHOCKED IN N. Y.
the new style noW?.
DEAR SHOCKED: I imagine it has been done, but
wedding gifts are still very much in style. Wash seems
crass_
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SCOLD ME OR SCARE ME IN
PASADENA, AGE 411"-r Vow deserve neither scolding our
searing. You an Dermal. so quit feeling guilty. Madame.
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your chest.
personal relay write to ABBY. Box No, 0711, I.. A.,
Calif sem Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope.
please.
For a

For Abby's mew booklet. "What Tees-Agers Want to
Kaow." seed al to Abby. Box 40700. Los Aageles. Cal. few.

'5445 -HE arrE5r
-7

UTTi.E BIRD I'VE.
EVER KNOWN AND
400NOPOLIZEO
HER THE WHOLE ,
EVENIN6

tki

L(

LEGAL NOTICE

HELP WANTED

WANT TO BUY -

IN THE CAI-LOWAY
ii:XPENDING T.EXAS_Mfr.
CIRCUIT COURT
BOSTON t AP, - Returning
Needs sales rep Enjoy splendid
experience
Civil Action File No. 3371
No
for the first time 'since the
income.
Phone 753-7392,
campaign to the only state he
necessary. You supply disire. We
carried in the Nov. 7 presidensupply training. Limited travel in FIJJYD NIXON AND ROBERT
PLANTIFFS,
tial election, Sen. George
Murray area. Air mail C.H. 0, MILLER,
Antique Clocks
VS
McGovern said Thursday that
Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern
NOTICE
press coverage was largely to
Petroleum Corp., Fort. Worth,
We boy and sell old clucks,
ITC
blame for his landslide defeat.
Tex,
cases, works and parts.
PAUL FLEMING AND BARAt a news conference amid a
Over 150 in stock. We
crowd of some 200 former camrepair clocks. J & B Music
SOMEONE TO do housework one BARA FLF-MING, Husband and
GRAFIK
d-b-a
paign workers, most of them
Center. 753-7575.
day a week. Call 753-4921 after 5 Wife,
GRAFIK
AND
17C
young, the South Dakota senaIES
J
SPECIALT
p.m.
tor criticized both the press and
ADVERTISING; MONK
the isolation of President Nixon WANTED: In good condition,
STALLONS; PEOPLES BANK
dresser drawers, book shelves,
in the White House.
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
The campaign workers gave and his and hers three speed
BYRON FORBUS; and OTHER
J20C LARGE FOUR room furnished UNKNOWN CREDITORS OF
McO'overn a tumultuous recep- bicycles Call 753-1470.
sr •
•
tion, greeting him with standajlartiment_gas, heat and private GRAFIK ADVERTISING __AND
entrance. No pets. Phone 753- GRAFIK
ing applause and interrupting
J15C SPECIALTIES, DEFENDANTS.
1203.
his remarks repeatedly to clap
and cheer. He exhorted them to
put pressure on Congress to
SHOP FOR rent near Midway.
All person, firms or corJ25C porations having liens or claims
withhold funding for the InPhone 753-5311
dochina war and to implement
against the hereinafter described
THREE BEDROOM trailer with property belonging to the
other MeGovern campaign polbath and half, 10x57. Close to defendants, Paul Fleming and
icies.
College. Located on College Barbara Fleming d-b-a Grafik
•.11n reading the clippings of
J15C Specialties and Grafik AdFarm Road. Ph. 753-3920.
the national press coverage,"
the defeated Democratic candivertising, and Paul Fleming and
date said, "I don't know how
Paul Fleming, Individually, are
we got 29 million votes."
notified that I will, on the 18th day
"The press was really very
of January, 1973, in my office at
bad," he said. "The press picPurdom and Thurroan Insurance
ture of himselfl that emerged
Agency in the City of Murray,
is really a very negative one.
Calloway County, Kentucky, at
Many of the things I saw as
the hour of 9.00 o'clock A.M., sit
personal strengths were interfor the purpose of hearing proof
preted as weaknesses."
touching any claim against the
WESTERN AUTO
His changes of direction on
hereinafter described property.
tax reform and in the conAll persons, firms or corHome of
troversy over running mate
porations having such claims or
Sen. Thomas F. F-agleton,
The Wishing Well
liens of any description against
Mo., were "blown up to the exsaid property are required to
tent that I was cOnsidered inpresent the same with evidence
12360 TRAILER, 2 miles East of in thew support to me at said time
decisive on everything," he
JI5C
Murray. Phone 753-5998.
said.
and place.
I will adjourn from day to day
In comparison with most retwo
NT,
APARTME
DUPLEX
cent campaigns, he said, there
and from time to time until the
air,.
and
heat
central
bedro.ans,
were few candidates who "toOk
amount due each claimant, the
ceramic tile bath, washer and
more forthright stands on the
nature and character of the
dryer hook up, built in stove.
than I did."
hard
respective hens and claims and
.•
_ issues
plus
month
utilities. the
. 425-013 per
evidence upon each Sas been
TFC
Phone 753-7850.
submitted to me.
All persons shall present their
TWO BEDROOM mobile home.
to me at the time and
claims
neigh848.00 per month, good
mentioned.
above
place
J15C
borhood. Call 489-2595.
The property hereinabove
NICE 12x60, three bedroom mentioned is described as
trailer on private lot. Located on follows
Equipment, fixtures and
Tom Taylor Rd. Two miles south
furnishings belonging to
$85.00 a month. Phone
town.
of
HOLLYWOOD (API --- Dean
Barbara Fleming and Paul
7534035 days and 492-8842, - hurch, chairman of the Federal
Fleming, individually, and
JI6P
nights.
't'ommunications Commission,
as owners of Grafik
said Thursday he believes the
Specialties and Grafik
TWO. BEDROOM house, 104
prime time access rule will be
Advertising situate at Story
North 9th Street. Key at 102 North
repealed or altered by late
Avenue, Murray, Kentucky,
9th, Write Ikarding C. Williams,
spring
consisting of paint, brushes,
216 I A.C1ilir %monk, Illinois,
teeshirts, saws, tools, office
J19C
61760.
Burch said the rule, which_
equipment and supplies
took away a half-hour of prime
FURNISHED APARTMENTS:,, accessory and incident to
time each night from the nettwo bedrooms. Phone 753- _.
the carrying on of said
purits
not
fulfilled
works, has
JIIC
9957.
above named businesses
pose of providing diversified
furnished
programming from independent
M
TWO BEDROO
Witness my hand this 2nd day
sources.
trailer, air conditioned One mile
of January, 1973.
up
pick
"I predict that by late spring
Garbage
Murray
from
Frank L. Ryan
per
the rule will be different or it
and water furnished. $85.00
MASTER COMMISSIONER.
told
Burch
there,"
will not be
month. Phone Cadiz,522CALLOWAY CIRCUIT
J16C
the Hollywood Radio and
6332
ITC
COURT
Television Society. The FCC
MODERN three room
LARGE
in
briefs
for
new
called
has
apartment, furnished. Couples
HELP WANTED
support or opposition to the
only. No pets. Phone 753-7846 or
rule.
J19C NEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local.,
753-1409.
companys need Certified Sernik
He said he particularly wanDrivers. Earn $3004400 per wee
ted to get the FCC out of the
DUPLEX APARTMENT, unNo experience necessary, wi
Has
business of judging the merits
bedrooms.
two
furnished,
For application call 31
train.
a
seeking
,,shows
syndicated
of
stove, refrigerator and garbage
636-2675, or write Coastwa
waiver to the rule's requiredisposal. Electric heat and air
Al ierican Systems. P.O. Bo
ment for first-run material.
conditioned. Available February
11125, Indianapolis, Indiana:
Burch opposed the rule, but
1. Adults only. Phone 753
January25C
JI6C 46201.
was outvoted on the seven2660.
member commission and it
went into effect in October 1971.

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER
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Goods
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Burch Expects 4-Prime-Time
Rule Change
Turn
Castoffs
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Rent

BEATLE BAILEY

Your

BEETLE!!

Apartment

Wtilt ñLE
I W4 fURE I
5NEAK-iN
HEIM'

Answer to Saturdays Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
Scorches
6 Advance in
rank
7 Hurried
8 Helps
9 Manuscript
(abb.)
10 lawmaking
body
12 Hypothetical
force
14 Hinder
17 Small rugs
20 Metric measure
23 Babylonian
deity
24 Siberian river
25 Antlered animal 39
41
27 Separate
30 Transgresses 43
Unusual
Unruly
44
Bullfighter
children
-17 District in
46
Germany •
31 Heavenly body
3g Item of
deity
48
Tc
c
rrpole
51
p operty
,.to . of
36 Peroods
t.::."...: 4
1 II3 .
tome
38 Part of
be
II
40 Insect
42 Barter
15
I16
45 Stitch
47 Stalk
19 20 W.21
49 Merit
N..
•
Let
it "and
52 ltIseed
SO
54 Sun god
55 College degree

ACROSS
1 Fuss
4 Comunct von
6
carriages
11 Preposition
ii
13 lifted
15 Latin
contunction
16 Precious
stone
18 Compass point
19 King of Bashan
21 Apothecary's
weight
22 Chair
24 Possessive
pronoun
26 Cease
28 Devoured

NANCY
I CAN'T EAT ALL
MY SPAGHETTI --CAN I HAVE A
DOGGIE BAG?

WE DON'T
HAVE ANY
DOGGIE
BAGS
2

5

33
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16
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0014PI-06101C3L!!
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6 Crowds
59
together
(collog )
Si Vegetable
63 Wipes out
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measure
67 Worm •
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Care for
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58 A continent
Printers
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Measure
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62 Parent ( °nog )
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Compass pm*
64
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Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
If interested contact
Fired
Dark
Western
Tobacco Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Huilding, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky,
•
Tels. 753-3341-3342.

•
..8.

.:Vd
..._ _V:13

17IIU
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ii

WO
53 Era lin
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4 Dry
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Refrigerator
Freezer Across Top -

55

2 Rourtortaboirl

"AAAAMAA".

TWO EXTRA nice efficiency
apartments. Ldeated North 20th
Street. Has stove, refrigerator,
air-conditioning, carpeting.
Rents for $90.00 a month. Roberts
Realyt,505 Main Phone 753J17NC
1651.

34 39 ;W.SO

4:4
.
46 tki::::17II48

Lady for part-time or
possibly full time. In local
Drug
store.
drug
knowledge is helpful, light
typing and filing. Man)
company fringe benefits.
P.O. Box 32-V Murray, Ky.
42071

FOUR ROOM furnished apartment, carpeted No pets. Couples
only. Phone 753-3323, after 5:00
J20C
p.m.
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ai,0 .r.;
...... m1
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:41,4 22 23
..
ii
WANT.TO BUY
..:!
III4tal
/
4X 28
MN Vii'S •
dills 30
Wanted To Buy
.sem
37
l
ifigiiiiiiil iiIrAil
43 44
41 la 42
Good Used

9, Inc.

55

HELP
WANTED

FOR RENT

St% BEETLE

.Call 753-5865
'or„ 753-5108

WANTED SERVICE man for
mobile homes. Must be Jack of
all trades. Good pay, good hours.
Apply in person to Starks' Mobile
Homes in Almo.
J16C
AVON CAN bkhten your Wendt) extra cash you can earn as
ati Avon Representative. It's a
L:reat way to end money
worries- selling our fathous
1Wi4lU1'k ill per spare time.
F5C
443-33660,11mi
ATTENTION! Interested in a job
as guard. Experienced and good
references. Contact Robert at
Benton, call collect. 527-7543 .118P
FEMALE TO train for assistant
manager. Write Hughes Paint
Store, 401 Maple St. Murray,
Ky.
J17C
NURSE AIDES Applications are
now beinti Accepted-fdr nurse
alder Apply Ittilerstill to WaitvieW Nursing Home, 1401 South
lith Wool,
...J15C

Mt
Pr ofe

Piano
accord
instru
Conte
7s.
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,
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..tARY 15, 19.;

.LOWAY
OURT
tie No. 3371

) AND BARHusband and
GRAFIK
ND GRAFIK
G; MONK
)PLES BANK
KENTUCKY,
; arid OTHER
:DITORS OF
LTISING AND

EFENDANTS.

irms or corliens or claims
after described
ging to the
Fleming and
; d-b-a Grafik
Grafik Adal Fleming and
dividually, are
, on the 18th day
in my office at
man Insurance
ity of Murray,:
, Kentucky, at
'clock A.M., sit
f hearing proof
tin against the
qbed propert\.
firms or corsuch claims or
Tiption against
re required to
) with evidence
me at said time

1141114.••••••••••••

xtures and
aelonging to
Ling and Paul
vidually, and
of Grafik
and Grafik
tuate at Story
ay, Kentucky,
aint, brushes.
S. tools, office
ind supplies
incident to
on of said
I businesaes
ind this 2rod day

)MMISSIONER,
IRCUIT
ITC
V ANTED
needed. Locai.
Certified Semi;
X)4400 per week,.
necessary, wilt_
cation call 31
rite Coastwa
ms. P.O.
whs. India
January

P
!TED
art-time or
ime. In local
Drug
re.
helpful, light
filing. Many
ge benefits.
Murray,Ky.

To improve your television
reception, your Cablevision
Service will be Interrupted
between the hours: 9:00 a.m.
next few
to 11:0
_ 0 a.m. for the
days. We appreciate your patience.

Men your lifeAm can earn as
entative. It's a
end money
our fainous
• spare time.
F5C
let-t.
terested in a job
.enced and good
tact Robert at
et. 527-7543.318P
an for assistant
Hughes Paint
it. Murray,
JI7C
tpplications are
pied-fdr nurse
derstirt to WOWme, 1401 South
J15C
C

FOR SALE

Another View 0

NOTICE

PERSON WHO wishes to live
with an American family for the
spring semester. Will pas' for
food and room. Ph. 7674561. .1111C

•••••••••••........?

REGISTERED Pointer for sale
l'z year old, white and liver
color. Hunts close. Call 753-7608
sJ17C
after 6 p.m.

IP- Assn,
oh
Ai
ir
"If"6l

ONE VOICE of Music, 200 watt,
deluxe receiver for $200.00. One
Realistic stereo amp. $45.00. One
Realistic Quadrasonic Adapter,
$30.00. One Sony mike mixer,
$25.00. One set of small two-way
speakers, $20.00. One Sony play
record 8-track tape deck, $95.00.
All equipment like new. Call 753J15C
6882 after 5:00 p.m.

Radio, TV &
Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
& Auto
1A•wis Andrew•
menolii Lewis
751-2571
Chestnut Si

TWO YEAR old Baldwin piano
(walnut), and Singer sewing
J18C
machine. Ph. 753-5343

I, Mrs. Gladys Faries, as of this
date January 10, 1973 am not
responsible for any debts other
than my own. Signed Mrs. Gladys
316P
Faries.

TWO ALUMINUM storm windows. 63 inches length, overall
width 33'4" and 35'4". Good
condition. Both for $15.00. Phone
753-3202 after 5:00 p.m and
J15C
weekends.

Murray Cablevisiont
111-1-Firrrinisti-rri-nrya-s-assa-T1

Repair
s Mobile HomeAlm%
Bill'
Ky.
Hwy. 641
North
Phone 753-0880
For: • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,
DUO-THERM &AIRMEN_

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

I-Is

irt5

.4,4114.40 ,01-••,ers ••••••.1
(wow 5,4ecom
to,

6
1 OLLY! GEE WHIZ, FELLOWS, I DIDN'T.
'
KNOW WE HAD 50 MANY PRERO6ATIVE57
FOR SALE

FOR SALE
WANTED!
Real Estate Listings
WILSON REAL ESTATE
202 S. 4th

753-3263

POLLED
REGISTERED
Hereford bull, 22 months old.
\dvanced mischief and Woodrow
ttrending. Call Robert Bucy at
J15C
436-2146.

FURNACES PARTS
It has become essential for Mobile Homes to be
tied down. See us for.

HURRICANE STRAPS and ANCHORS

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center

BRICK DUPLEX apartment
from
building, one block
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers 75'x140'. Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
• windows. Good investment
property for only $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
electric
2
and
stoves
refrigerators. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 733TFNC
7278.

3000.40.-ckawcic.c..*:00::Exci
;41
UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT!!

aWishy Washy Laundry;
V and Dry Cleaners
:

),4

Ell

Everyone who comes in the week of the 22nd
th rough the 27th will get
ONE FREE WASH!!

n 8-lb. CLEANED & PRESSED '2 25
25'
ll€ PANTS
N-0 SUITS
ea. 25'
SWEATERS & SKIRTS
•
0; -Perma-Press Washers

TRAILER, 10x56, 1964 model,
olectric heat, air-condition,
washer , carpet, underpinning,
porch and step. Ph. 753-9941. J18C

SAf 811T

TIRES

WE ARE . . .

OVER STOCKED
With Famous Long Lasting

DEAN TIRES
SPECIAL SALE
PRICES!!

Which Means

1971 HONDA SL 175, excellent
condition. Also 2 year old saddlt,
horse with saddle. Phone 753J17P
4545.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Termites
t Your Home

Spiders
111
.
1
1.
'
1111001 0Roaches*
Carry Germs
GILT SHIM

PESTS

e!
Protecti_ours *miHom
. 24 hours a
(

Do not be deceived! Termite
day the year round...Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest ControlMurray. Ky

1 100 S. 13th Street

Phone 753-3914 Day Of Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
.., Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber,of Commerce

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE
LOUISVILLE, KY.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
NASHVILLE, TENN.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

-

Ph. 637-2778
Ph. 525-1415
Ph. 256-5847
Ph. 621-2932

HONDA 100 CC, good condition.
Two helmets, one new and one
•
•MI•
•
•O Oen OW*********
TREE PRUNING and removal,
used. Call 753-6213 after 5
Inc.
R,
REPARE
BATEAU
_TFC and selling some firewood. Call
p.m. J16P
Les Rode,at 7634531

* COME BY AND SEE US *

Cain Gulf Service

BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
Phone 75.3-5862
Corner of 6th & Main
building. Sharp St near city park
shopping center, city school
hospital, university. Phone 606TFC BEI.TONE FACTORY fresh 12" PANSONIC TV with digital
549-2494
for
hearing aid batteries for all make alarm clock. 144 piece service
THREE BEDROOM frame hearing aids Wallis Drugs. J17C 12_ Bronzweare, with rosewood
handles. China service for 12 plus
house, approximately 1 acre and
full size basement, on blacktop, ELECTRIC GUITAR, like new, serving pieces. Phone 753-7140
J17C
after 3:30p.m
mile north of Coldwater
12
good buy at $45.00. Phone 753$11,000 00 Phone 489-2110 or 489- 6422. if Interested.
117C
J16NC
2261
REGISTEREI) BLACK Angus
I cattle. 8 heifers, 4 bulls, age Ste
,
range
gas
36" white
; 12 months. Call James MitTHREE BEDROOM brick house, SEARS
best offer Phone 753- •-huson, 437-4365.
J15P
two miles east of Murray. Phone $100.00 or
TEC
J24P 7855 after 430 p.iir
7534819.

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Sheets

, 25' each
The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

Complete Boat
Service
• Fiberglass Repairs
• ✓ Hell-Arc Welding
• Sandblasting
• • Complete
WI1.1. STAY with elderly person,
Woodworking Shop
day or night. Can proyide
references. Call collect-522:BATEAU REPARER,
J15P.
3166.
Inc.
•
Mgr.
Dalton,
Jan
•
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. •
Route 3, Murray
Installation or rework. No job too ;
big or too small Call Jim for •
...Phone 502-4742228...
estimate,436-2159. February 16P

KF.LLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
TEC
way "
-

1971 MOBILE HOME, 12'x50.
FREE ESIIMATE on septic tank
furnished and air conditioned.
TFC
$2600.00 Phone 753-0113 or 753- WILL DO baby-sitting in my installation. Phone 753-7850.
319P home, days or evenings, Monday
trucking.
5717 after 500 p.m.
BULLDOZER WORK,
through Saturday. References
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
316C
753-0342.
.
Phone
furnished
springs
CLEAN FULL size box
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
TFC
and mattress. Phone 753or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
316C
1275.
AUTOS FOR SALE
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
413EL AIR SHOPPING CENTER Murray, Kentucky!Az INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
truck,
2-ton
CHEA'Y
1960
house
GOOD
furnished
PUPPY
bedrooth
GESE
Two
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
PEKIN
-7.4CNAg
ktreirCC.4r-$7...:033.7.4iX.:4i:A3
TFC
with living room, kitchen, utility
registered, has had all shots. winch and wrecker. Has 20-ton 753-7625 nights.
319C winch and 1968 327 engine
room and bath, paneled walls,
*60.00.Phone 753-9363
additionsS800.00. 1963 Dodge. 3'4 ton truck FOR All. your
electric heat,storm windows and
residential or
nii.,
reinodeli
cylinder
6
bins,
painted
tool
bass
side
with
newly
STER
TELECA.
storm doors,
FENDER
-commercial. New or old. Free
Large lot 93'.'x140'. Now renting
guitar, Kustom 200 amp. Good straight drive, $450. 1950 Chevy,
TFC
tried
. Gall 753-6123.
Electric
We, Scarborough Plumbing and
condition. Phone 753-3820. J16C l'z ton, dump truck. Runs good estUnates
.fiir $100.00 per month. Priced for
of
1965
$250
dump.
demand
good
a
the
has
Includin):
and
to
.
$12,750.00
thanks
quick sale at
to retire and couldn't,
for WILL DO Sewing, alterations my
call our
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, k i t
INSURANCE. Homeowners, Mercury 4 drive, sedan, good
our old customers and friends. Please
.115C
at specialty. Phone 753-7987
call
or
See
$200
elect:
car,
second
rs,
with-chai
Homes.
Mobile
table,
and
ers
cheri
cies:
Farmown
old number: 753-5543. Nights and emergen
753s
Home
t.,r
Mobile
Starks
refrigera
,
coverage
st,,ve, electric
Losv rates, broad
318('
753-9V0i.
Sli..wii by appointment only
Excellent claim service. Check 6734.
Phone John Pasco,Jr.,763with us before you buy Galloway
et
TEN(
WE WELCOME NEW CUSTOMERS!!
7278.
Insurance & Realty _Agency. 1971 NOVA, small4V8, with less
Phone 753-5842.
February 7C than 6,000 miles $1950, like new,
BY OWNER; four bedrool
equipped with burglar alarm.
the
get
Price,
Buy the First Tape at Regular
home, with large Jen, large
J12C
Phone 753-0856.
IMPROVE THE
private patio, large utility room
fol OFF!!
Second
EXTERIOR
er.
dishwash
,
cabinets
maple
YOUR HOME
OF
Carter
to
garbage disposal. Close
1970 TOYOTA Land Cruiser,
with our
to
and Middle Schools. Priced
hardtop. Four-wheel drive, 24.000
licensed Contractors
the
get
INSULATED
Price,
at
Regular
NEW
right
Album
to
First
the
Buy
available
loan
Stations
sell Bank
Miles. $2350. See at Jerry
ALUMINUM
Rd..
Glendale
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
1410
Cars,
Used
for
Second
OFF!!
50'
or
TFC
J16P
753-6342 nights.
Murray,Ky
VINYL SIDING
- at We also handle Storm
266 Acre Farm on black top
1970 OPEL Kadette station
Doors, Shutters,
Windows,
road, approximately 200 acres
wagon. Very good condition.
Phone 753-5865
g Center
Shoppin
Central
Gutters and New Roofs.
for
leased
been
Has
crop land.
J16C
$995.00. Phone 753-3518.
We also handle Storm
We wish to Thank all the Farmers sincerely
$5,000 per year.
Windows, Doors, Shutters.
two
home,
on black top SEAMIESS Ai.UMINUM gutters 1971-61'x12' MOBILE
400 acre farm
Gutters and New Roofs.
and air
L
heat
CONTRO
by
central
,
installed
bedrooms
PEST
acre.
and
for the business they have given us over the
per
ured
$125
manufact
only
road priced
ion. conditioning, 10'x15' room atYou will be glad Au bought this Atkins Gutter Installat
past few years.
tached, and 10•x10' patio. Phone
Murray, phone 753-8407 or
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
farm.
J16C
Central Shopping Cente $15.00.
5C
January2
sewer,
Benton 527-9943.
limits,
city
8992.
near
Six month guarantee. No
4 acre
monthly r-ontract required
water, gas, on hard surface road
Phone 753-5865
Superior Exterminating. Comideal for nursery. Is a steal for
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Fl5C
pany. Phone 753-7266.
$5000.
penta
e
CREOSOTED F'OLES and
Montgomery Ward
Lots just in and just out of city BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediat
city
treated lumber. Also sty.rofoam
LOST & FOUND
MI'SIC
1203 Chestnut
limits. Hard top road, water, gas building Sharpe St., near
city
only
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Sale. Wednesday
and near sewer. 100 ft.. x 225 ft park, shopping center,
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
10 percent off all Returned
with one lot near 1 acre. Priced school, hospital, university.
RAINCOAT which was
ITC
Jl7C LOST:
Goods
-2494
Street,
606-549
Phone
$3,000.
to
$1,000
mistake at the time of
by
s
M
P
taken
00
Lesson
7
t,11
Open
Music
"Masonic Rites" for Mr..
the
Professional teachers of
COMPLETE HOME
Realtor
ced
I am an experien
Piano, organ., voice, guitar.
Stranak. at the Max Churchill
buil(104;
MUSIC
and Appraiser and will gladly BEAUTIFUL LOT for
accordion, drums and band
TWO GERMAN Shepherd male
REMODELING
funeral home. Please return to
instruments .1 & B Music
or sell your near golf course, boat ramps.
dogs, one 1 year old and one 2
PIANO TUNING-Repair- help you value
Center, Murray, Ky. 753 •
funeral home orcall 753recreation
170,000
acre
national
J17C
years old. Phone 492-8204.
7575.
*FREE
J15C
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- property.
7544.
of all kirmis. area, and ten million dollar
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt I need listings
an
$175e.le
real Barkley Lake Lodge.
ESTIMATE
?limos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, Please call me for your
Wilson,905 Doran Road, Murray,
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
needs.
School
estate
high
753WINGO.
ns
Phone
.
'73
s
-Orga
Kentucky
LOST:
Plane
Murray,
J16C
,
•
Ky., 753-9859.
remove spots as they appear with
F2C Member of Multiple Listing
Ring, initials inside8911.,
See why more people buy
Rlue.,Luatre. itent electric Class
other
Service.
Call Collect: -37
Wurletter tharn any
Reward.
.
.
g)ty
4
4
3
Belari
Sig.K;
bazapezme 3.00.
PIANO„TUNING and Repair. Clavicle-4A Millkes„Rit,Ati 41.
112(It;121 on
•253-0%1
Brine. Sales-Seryiee.Readial
d
Purchase, Pradife piano and
Registere
7584712:
buttalosi'
Jerry 'Cain,
and
'pod
shopping
1836,
753.5064
btacktdp
phones
,
Appraiser
Center,
studios Jill Music
J154
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Funeral Is Today

Member Of Key Bulletin Is Issued For Girt
Quartet Dies Missing From Lexington School
Boyce E: (Johnny ) Key,
member of the Key Quartet,
expired Sunday at 11:15 am. at
the ('hesemore Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was stricken ill
following the quartet's radio
broadcast;Sunday morning and
taken to the hospital where he
expired.
Key was 54 years of age and
was a member of the Puryear
United Methodist Church. He
was a veteran of World War II
and area representative for the
Jackson Cookie Company,
Memphis, Term.
Born November M, 1918, in
Henry County. he was the son of
the late Cairl F.Kei arist_MaYna
Thompson. Key. He was
married to the feeiner LottleWestein.— 'Who survives, February 9, 1947.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Keys and two sons, Johnny
Michael Key and Eddie
Stevens Key, 1209 Porter
Court, Paris, Tenn.; five
sisters, Mrs. Henry Sykes and
Mrs. Ivy Huey, both of Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Marcus Hill of
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Halite Cook
of Big Sandy. Tenn., and Mrs.
Herbert Smith of Memphis,
Tenn.. one brother, Rudie Key
of Paris, Term.
_
4

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Officials have issued all-points
alerts in four states for a 20year-old mentally retarded girl
missing since Jan. 2 from a
Lexington school.
cials at the school, Excephcon, have expressed fear
that the girl could go into a
coma without medication.
Carolyn Williams was discovered missing less than a
half hour after she left the
school, but searches of the surrounding area including a
horseback search by Lexington
police over the weekend--failed
to turn up any trace.
"We got three reports
today," Joe Catt of the Lexington Police Department Said
Sunday, "so officers went--to
check them out. But they didn't
amount to anything."
Alerts were sent to officials
in Ohio, Indiana and Tennessee
atcl Kentucky State Police
posts last week
The president of Excepticon,
John W. Swann Jr , said Carolyn is subject to "very severe
seizure that could cause her to
go into a coma" without medication.
But her mother, Mrs. Luella
_Williams of Louisville, who has
been staying in a Lexington
motel since her daughter's disappearance, is more concerned
about the possibility that the
girl is being mistreated.
"The passage of time is what
others don't seem to feel, and I
feel that every day and every

minute could make a tragic difference," she said. "If she is
still alive, I want to keep suffering as short as possible."
Swann said the girl, who suffered brain damage at birth,
has the mentat capacity of a 7or 8-year-old child. She is believed to have had no identification with her when she wandered away.
Early efforts to locate her in
the area of the school by volunteeF searchers and helicopters
failed, so six Lexington police
used their own horses Saturday
to launch a search of farm area
near the_sthool southeast of; the,
city.
Mrs. Williams has offered a
reward for nifor((tatton leading
-toLater daughter's whereabouts
and has gone on local television
to plead for information. She
still believes Lk ,girl will be
found
"f don't want to.quit believing it.- she said. "I feel that I
have to keep trying to find
her

At Local Chapel
For Cletus Hubbs

1.

M.S.U. SPRING REGISTRATATION—Jerry Burkeen and
Tonya Bucy, Murray State University freshmen, are shown
during spring semester registration which began at Murras on
Jan. 6, 1973. Burkeen an Alumni Scholarship winner, is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Burkeen of Calloway County. He is
(Continued from Page I)-- -following a major tn accounting. Miss B4tcy. a business education
Funeral services will be Add
Tuesday at two p.m. at LeDon
quired to plead guilty to all of major. is the daughter of Mrs. Kirby Bucy of Alma. Shown advising the students is Wilson Gantt, M.S.U. Registrar.
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
the counts against them.
(photo by Wilson Woolley I
Parts. Tenn., with burial to
All four were charged with
follow in the Hillcrest Cemetery
seven counts of an eight-count
there. Friends may call at the
indictment and face maximum
funeral home
possible prison sentences of 55
years each. All four have CIA
(Continued from Page 1,
hailegeounda dating from the
('uban Bay of Pigs invasion.
days since Kissinger flew here
Sources close to the defense
from Paris early Sunday mornhad said earlier that the Miami
ing.
four had been under intense
Ziegler
said
Nixon
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (APi—Members of local 1090 of the
pressure to plead guilty and
transmitted the order to halt
Witherspoon,
a
E.
Mrs.
Floy
scheduled
Workers
were
Electrical
International Brotherhood of
avoid a full airing of the
military operations in North
to return to their jobs today after voting over the weekend to end a
charges against them, stemrn- resident of the Coldwater Vietnam late Sunday night folCommunity,
away
passed
strike that started Dec. 3, at Thomas Industries.
ing from the burglary of Demolowing one of his descussions
cratic party headquarters here Saturday at 1230 p.m. at the with Kissinger
• _
terms,
contract
Mayfield.
Community
new
Hospital,
The union voted 345-43 in favor rilaecepting
last summer. The withdrawal
Asked if any move would be
including an 8 per cent wage boost over the first 38 months.
of five of the seven defendants She was 80 years of age.
The deceased WAS a member made to deactivate mines alAbout 640 union members were involved in the strike, which
makes it unlikely that the full
ready placed along the North
shut down the Hopkuisville plant and idled about 1,000 workers.
evidence in the case will be of the Colsistater United
Vietnamese coast, Zeigler said
made public, at least in this Methodist .Church. She was
those weapons "will temairt in
1892,
in
16,
born
September
LEXINGTON. Ky ( API—A share in the combined syndicate of
trial
place" and be discussed in futhe stallions Olden Times, Candy Spots and Prove It brought the
Before the guilty pleas were Calloway County and was the
ture Paris talks.
late
daughter
J.B.
of
the
high price of $32,000 during the Windiester Farm Dispersal Sale
announced, U.S. District Court
Asked if Nixon was hopeful
here over the weekend
Judge John J. Sirica revealed Sheridan and Louella Haneline
that a peace agreement could
Fontainebleau
Farm of Paris, Ky., that the Miamians had written Sheridan
The share was bought by
owned by Zenya Yoshida A total of 138 lots brought 1785,600 in the
She is survived by her be announced by Inauguration
a letter last Friday firing Rothrecomplete dispersal of stock owned by Dr Arnold Pessm of Winhusband,
Ervin Witherspoon of Day—Saturday—Ziegler
blatt as their lawyer because of
plied, "We have no artificial
chester Farm here.
his refusal to change their Coldwater; one brtither, Jewel
timetable." He said the objecpleas to guilty At their re- Sheridan of Mayfield Route
tive all along has been to end
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP 1—A center and defensive end from
three
Coldwater,
Seven
near
quest, Sirica appointed Newthe war at the earliest possible
Louisville's Manual High School, Robert Roberts, has been signed
meyer for the purpose of nephews, Jerry S. Sheridan,
by University of Kentucky head football Coach Fran Curd.
Ernest Sheridan, and R.C. date.
presenting new pleas.
South Vietnamese President
Roberts, a 6-foot-2, 219-pound player, is the ninth signed by
Sheridan; four nieces, Mrs.
Curci since he took over as head coach in December.
Diane Tipton. Mrs. tuCille Nguyen Van Thieu was fully inThe Washington Post today
quoted sources close to the de- Snow, Mrs. Louise Howell, and formed in advance about Nixon's decision, Ziegler added.
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)—State Corrections Commissioner fendants as saying Hunt has led
Mrs. Bernell Haack.
The President has dispatched
Charles Holmes, acknowledging that medical facilities at the the four to believe that if they
Funeral services were held
state's penal institutions are -a hodgepodge '," says a plead guilty their families "will this morning at 10:30 o'clock at Gen. Alexander M. Haig Jr., to
professional study of such care is needed to set goals for im- be taken care of" arid they can
the chapel of the Max Churchill Saigon to consult with Thieu
provement
Funeral Home with Rev. about the Paris talks. Haig had
expect relatively early release
Holmes said he has asked Gov Wendell Ford to consider ap- from prison. Hunt's attorney, Johnson Easley and Rev. Glen a lengthy talk with Nixon and
Kissinger prior to his deparpointing ar advisory group of medical professionals, but no action William (). Rittman, said this Puckett officiating.
is expected immediately
Pallbearers were Robert ture.
report was "absurd," the Post
Haig flew off to Saigon at
Byrd. Cody D. Adams, Darrell
said.
Meanwhile, he says the situation is the result of "years of
The attorney for the four, Sheridan, Delbert Snow, Nixon's behest Sunday night
neglect" and contends some improvements have been made in Henry B. Rothblatt, said he Charles Tipton, and Art Haack. following Kissinger's return
his 11 months as commissioner
Burial was in the Bazzell from six days of peace negotiawas opposed to guilty pleas and
the tions in Paris that the Presiwith
wOuld quit the case before al- Cemetery
arrangements by the Max dent's foreign policy aide delowing it to happen.
scribed as "very extensive and
He said they have nothing to Churchill Funeral Home.
very useful."
gain by pleading guilty.
White House press secretary
The New York Times said
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla.( AP)— President Nixon says the Super over the weekend that the four
Ronald L. Ziegler said Haig
Bowl was great,even though his favorite team lost.
would "discuss the current statMiamians were still being paid
"That was a fine game," Nixon was quoted as saying Sunday by unnamed persons. The paus of negotiations with Presiafter Miami won the world professional, football championship per quoted Sturgis as saying he
dent Thieu" and with leaders of
with a 14-7 victory over the Washington Redskins. ,
Thailand, Laos and Cambodia.
suspects that part of the money
"The people of Washington and the people of Miami can both be comes from the Committee for
Haig made the same circuit
proud of their teams," Nixon said. —They played well."
just before Christmas, after the
the Re-election of the PresiThe chief executive watched the game on television with his dent.
Paris talks were temporarily
Mrs. Rachel A. Cole, 96"year broken off and the United
close friend and neighbor C.G. "I3ebe" Rebozo. a Key Biscayne
Newsday, a Long Island, New old resident 'of Hazel,
suc- States launched the heaviest
banker_
York
newspaper, quoted
Aides said Nixon was expected to telephone the coaches of both sources close to the defense as cumbed Sunday at 10:15 p.m. at bombing raids of the war
the Convalescent Division of the against Hanoi and Haiphong.
teams today. ,
saying unidentified persons in Murray-Calloway
County The raids in that section of
Miami were urging the four to Hospital.
LONDON (API—Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip plead guilty and had promised
North Vietnam have been susThe deceased was the wife of pended while a renewed search
reportedly will visit the parents of Mark Phillips, the cavalry to pay them $1,000 for every
Bee Cole who died March 21,
officer romentically linked with Princes Anne.
for peace continued.
month they spent in prisen.
The Sun newspaper reported today that the royal couple Time magazine carried a sim- 1925. 'Born May 4, 1876, in
Ziegler said he could not say
Calloway County, she was the
probably will call at the Phillips' 16th century country home at ilar report.
when Kissinger might return to
daughter of the late Ben Enoch
Great Somerford in southwest England when they visit the Royal
Paris to resume apparently
All seven defendants were
and Rosie Boyd Enoch. She was crucial talks with Hanoi's Le
Air Force base at nearby Lyneham on June 15.
said by the prosecution to be in
The Sun also reported rumors that the Queen had asked her 22- the employ of President Nix- a member of the Mt. Pleasant Duc Tho. The presidential
Presbyterian spokesman declined to say anyyear-old daughter to wait a few months before announcing her on's campaign committee when Cumberland
Church.
engagement to the 24-year-old Phillips.
thing substantsive about the nefive of them were arrested inMrs. Cole is survived by two gotiations.
It is traditional for members of the royal family to go through side the Democratic National
periods of separation to test the strength of their itvlings. Phillps Committee offices in Washing- daughters, Mrs. Verba Ray of
There was no word on when
last week left for a two-year tour of duty in West Germany with
ton's Watergate complex in the Murray and Mrs, Flora Mae Nixon, who flew here Friclas)
,
Holley of St. Louis, Mo.; one would return to Washington.
his regiment. the Queen's Dragoon guards.
early morning hours of June 17.
son, Lois Cole of Hazel Route
They are charged variously
The second-rank negotiators
HONOLULU 'AP)—Elvis Presley, moving from
strenuous in a lengthy indictment with of- One; one sister, Mrs. Maude in Paris continued their
Todd
of Murray Route One; one
rock 'n' roll hits to tender ballads and back again, was beamed
fenses ranging from burglary
technical discussions today,
brother, Wade Enoch of Route
into millions of homes during a concert telecast via satellite to 36 to wiretapping.
working on the wording and
Four,
Paris,
Tenn.;
ten
grandcountries around the world.
The other two defendants are
other details pertinent to an
From "Hound Dog" and "Blue Suede Shoes" to "All My
G. Gordon Liddy, a former children; eighteen great agreement should one be
Troubles, Lord," the 38-year-old singing star staged an hour-long
White House and Treasury aide grandchildren; three great reached.
show Sunday. There were squeals of delight from the perennial
and counsel for President Nix- great grandchildren.
'The chief' spokesman for the
, Funeral services will be held
cluster of teen-aged girls, most not even born when he launched
on's finance conunittee, and
South Vietnamese delegation in
his career.
James W. McCord Jr., security Tuesday at one p.m. at the Paris, Nguyen Trieu Dan, told
Between songs, Elvis kept up a steady exchange of trinkets with
coordinator for the Nixon cam- chapel of the Max Churchill newsmen: "The. negotiations
Funeral Home with Rev. LE.
the girls who stretched up to encircle the star's head with flower
paigp
have reached a decisive point.
leis.
Liddy and McCord were said Moore and Rev, R.J.— Burpoe The less one talk ,about them,
officiating.
Elvis, in response, would wipe his sweating brow with a handy
by sources to be "firm as a
the better. let's await develop'Burial will be in the Lassiter
supply of chiffon scarves and toss them into the crowd.
rock" fdl- going on with the
ments."
with
the
The bartering clinffixed al the end when he took'off the cape'fr trial. McCord's attorney, Ger- Cesnetery
Eft,E CAT
his bejetveled-jumpsUit and tossed tt into the audience, creating a
ard Mch, said in Boston Sunday arrangements by .the .Mnse
s
pile of feminity in thiescramble to acquire the ultimate sourvenir
that McCord'intends "to stand Churchill Funeral lionsram4sereI.)_;;Llgt.as'bttiea;!ett7;gta"st,14,,'seajna‘a,
is free to someone for a (let.
cat
friends
maysall
af
tertwo
p
m.
of the night.
trial and prove his innocence;
For joformation call 406-5894.
today , Monday r.
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Here Today
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Death Claims
Mrs. Cole At
The Age Of 96
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Peace . . .

Funeral services for Cletus L.
Hubbs of 512 Beale Street,
Murray, will be held today at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Dr. Billy G. Hirt of
Paducah and Rev. Jerrell White
officiating. Mrs. Joe Doran will
be organist and Alan McCutchen will be soloist.
Pallbearers will be Tommy
Carroll, Ed Carroll, Marvin
Swann, Hayden Rickman,
Ralph Bogard, and Joe Morton.
The Men's Bible Class of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
serve as an honorary group.
Interment will be in the Scotts
Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the -.1.11:
('hurchill Funeral Home. Hubbs, age 67, died Saturday
at 2:30 a.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. He
was a member of the Memorial
Baptist Church and was a used
car salesman here.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mackie Lanipkins Hubbs of 512
Beale Street, Murray; two
daughters, Mrs. Gene I Donna
Fairchild of Indianapolis, Ind.,
and Mrs. Bill (Jane ) Sparks of
Reidland; one son, Cletus
ISonny) Hubbs, Jr, of
Louisville; one sister, Mrs.
Gladys Hale of Murray; one
brother, Bob Hubbs of Murray;
eleven grandchildren.

Patterson
Dies Today
At His Home
Jesse Patterson died this
morning about six o'clock at his
home in Hazel. lie was II years
of age and an employee of the
Murray Division of the Tappan
Company.
Death was due to a "selfinflicted gun shot wound in the
left side of the head," according
to Calloway County Coronet'
Max Churchill who was called
to the scene along with County
Sheriff Clyde Steele.
body
Patterson's
was
discovered by his son, Jimmy
Dan Patterson of Cottage
Grove, Tenn., when he arrived
about 6:30 a.m, today at his
parents' home to get his father
who rode toowork with him to
the Tappan plant where both
are employed. The body of the
deceased was found in the front
yard at the Patterson home,
according to Coroner Churchill,
who said the wound was from a
12 gauge double barrell
shotgun. Family members told
authorities that Patterson had
been in a depressed state,
The Hazel man had been
employed at the local Tappan
plant since September 12, 1946,
with most of his service having
been in the enamel department.
He was born March 19, 1911, in
Calloway County and was the
son of the late James Patterson
and Mary Crowe Patterson.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Akita Lee Solomon Patterson of
Hazel; one son. Jimmy Dan
Patterson of Cottage Grove,
Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. f.eon
Lottie Sue) Henddircks and
Mrs. Bill IMildred) Jones, both
of Hazel, Mrs. Jemmie Paschall
of aeftanphis, Tenn.. and Mrs.
Nell Brandon of Paris, Tenn.:
two grandchildren.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but serving as
pallbearers will be Jesse
Simmons, Morris Caldwell,
Homer
Marshall,
Jack
Cochran, Thomas Pickard. and
Tommy Marshall.
The Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel has charge of the
arrangements and friends may
call there after seven p.m.
tonight (Monday.
---

City School
Lunch Menu
The Murray City School lunch
menu for the remainder of this
week, Tuesday.through Friday,
is as follows:
Tuesday—Sloppy Joe, corn,
fruit salad, cookie, milk, bun.
Wednesday —Hamburger,
buttered potato, jello salad,
mustard-catsup, bun, milk,
cookie.
Thursday-- Macaroni and
cheese, green beans, pickle
beets, playboy .csookie, bread,
milk.
-• -Prieop—Pish, hOteec
`potaro,'tarters sauce, sliw,
bread cake.

Accidents .

Seen & Heard ..

The
Source
In Mu
Callow

(Continued froth Page 11
(Continued from Page I)
was headed west on Main, and
the Pace car was backing out of
a parking place when the accident occurred. Damage to the
Bynum car .was to the right
front; no dainage was reported
to the Pace car.
The third accident of the
weekend occurred at 6:45 p.m.
Saturday, at the intersection of
Highways 121 and 641, and involved cars driven by Steven Z.
Coleman, Route Two, and John
E. Byars, of Mayfield, according to police.
Investigators said the cars
were both headed east on the 121
Bypass when the accident occurred. Damage to the
Coleman car was to the rear
end, and damage to the Byars
car was to the right front, according to police.
Sunday, cars
driven by Rural R. Jones, 312 N.
9th, and Carolyn A. Towery,
Route Two, were involved in a
two-car collision at the intersection of 12th and Chestnut
Streets, according to police.
Investigating officers said the
Jones car was headed south on
12th and the Towery car was
headed east on Chestnut when
the accident occurred. Damage
to the Jones car was to the
front end, and damage to the
Towery car was to the left side,
according to police.
At 3:10 p.m. Sunday, cars
driven by Sadie V. Harrell,
Route Three, and Richard L.
McGuire, Martin, Tenn., were
involved in a collision on the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital parking lot, according
to police reports.
Officers said the vehicles
were both headed west on the lot
when the accient occurred.
laarnage to the McGure car was
to the left rear. No damage was
reported to the Harrell car.
At 3:40 p.ni. Sunday, cars
driven by Shirley R. Wynn, 1808
A. Monroe, and Terry K. Dunn,
Route Seven, were involved in a
two-car collision on South 4th,
according to police
Officers said the Wynn car
was headed south on 4th and the
Dunn car was making a left
turn, headed west on Elm, when
the collision occurred. Damage
to the Wynn car was to the door,
accordirvs to police, and
damage to the Dunn car was to
the right (root.
At 8:05 this morning, cars
driven by Richard D. Spann, 106
N. 10th and Frances J. Smith,
Versailles, Ky., were involved
in a two-car collision at the
intersection of 10th and Payne,
according to police.
Investigating officers said the
Spann car was headed north on
10th and. the Smith car was
headed east on Payne when the
collision occurred. Damage to
the Spann car was to the left
front, and damage to the Smith
car was to the right front and
left door.

Local Woman
Passes Away

hadn't seen it but why didn't
Noah ask the tiger. Noah asked
the tiger if he'd seen his ark and
the tiger replied that he hadn't
seen it but why didn't Noah ask
the termiee. Noah asked the
termit if he'd seen his ark and
the termite replied: "I can't
believe I ate the whole thing."
Stark Erwin says that Quail
like soy beans and ,this year
they just stayed in soy bean
fields, not having to look further
to find food. They have a craw
like a chicken and swallow the
beans whole and let their craw
do the chewing for them.
More soy beans could have
been gotten out of the fields over
the past several days had it not
been for the snow. The snow
kept the ground soft' thus thwarting efforts to get
_ the beans
out of the field.
Quoted: -I may have 'some'
faults, but being wrong isn't one
of them."

Corona Remains
Hospitalized
After Attack
FAIRFIELD, Calif. t AP) —
With his trial on 25 charges of
murder still in the hands of a
jury, Juan V, Corona remains
hospitalized today as he recuperates from an apparent heart
attack.
After a one-daa recess Sunday, a 10-rnan, two-woman jury
was to take up its fourth day of
deliberations today on charges
Corona fatally hacked and
stabbed 25 drifters and field
workers, then buried them in
crude graves.
The 38-year-old farm labor
contractor Was reported "very
comfortable, without pain and
feeling quite well" Sunday at
the state medical facility in
nearby Vacaville. He was hospitalized Friday night after
complaining of chest pains.
Dr. Gordon Mannerstedt said
the hospital will continue observation and evaluation and soon
might determine Corona's ability to appear in court.
Presiding Judge Richard E.
Patton said a verdict announcement might have to be delayed
until Corona can be present to
hear it, with Corona being
taken to court on a stretcher or
the jury brought to the hospital.
The jury began deliberations
last Thursday into the slayings
of farm, laborers unearthed in
the spring of 1971 from shallow
graves in an orchard on the
banks of the Feather River
near Yuba City, Calif., 80 miles
north of San Francisco.

Mrs. Neubauer
Succumbs At
Nursing Home

Death claimed Mrs, Fannie
Morgan Dunn of 1602 Sycamore
Street, Murray, on Sunday at
10:40 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
where she had been a patient
Mrs. Nelle Neubauer was
since last Tuesday.
claimed by death Saturday at
Mrs_ Dunn was the wife of .5:10 p.m. at the Westview
Gray Dun who died in 1952, and Nursing Home. She was 84
was preceded in death by two years of age and a resident of
sons, John Dunn in 1964 'and 1101 Circarama Drive, Murray.
Morgan Dunn in 1920. She was a
:The Murray woman had
member of the University moved to Murray with her son
Church of Christ. Born Sep- and wife in July 1970. Her
tember 12, 1888, in Henry husband,
Henry
John
County, Tenn., she was the Neubauer, died in 1949. She was
daughter of the late Ike Morgan a retired interior decorator and
and Julia Childress Morgan.
served on the board of St.
The deceased is survived by Luke's Presbyterian Hospital.
two daughters, Mrs. Guy Chicago, Ill. She was a member
slarues Spann, 1602 SM- of the First Presbyterian
Sycamore Street, Murray, and ChurCh, Murray.
Mrs. Bill (Frances) Davis of
Mrs. Neubauer is survived by
Louisville; one son, Jimmy
Dunn
1402
Johnson her son, John C. Neubauer, 1101
Boulevard, Murray; daughter- Circarma Drive, Murray; two
in-law, Mrs. Dorothy Dunn of -granddaughters, Mrs. David K.
Murray Route Seven; sister, (Barbara Root of Rochester,
Mrs. Fred Willis of Paris N.Y., and Mrs. Robert ( Pamela
Landing, Tenn.; sister-in-law. Jeanne') Rodgers, 201 South 13th
Miirraye one 'grandson.
Mrs. Minnie Dunn of Murray
Route Five: five grandchildren, John C. Neubauer, Jr., 407
Julie Spann, Vic Dunn, Terry North 17th Street, Murray; four
Dunn and Bob Spann, all of great grandchildren.
Murray, and Jerry Davis
Funeral services will be held
Louisville.
Wednesday afternoon, at a time
Funeral services are being to be announced later, at the
held today at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home With Rev
Funeral Home with Bro. Hollis Charles Moffett officiating.
C. Miller and Bro. John Dale
Enbombment will be in the
efficiating.
Murray Mausoleum with the
Serving as pallbearers are arrangements by the BlalockJimmy Allbritten, tarry Dunn, Coleman Funeral Home where
Jerry Davis, Terra, Dunn, Vic friends May callsafter 12 noon
Dunn, and Bet) Spann.
on Tuesday.
Interment will be in the New.
The family requests that in
Providence Cemetery with the lieu of flowers that donations be
arrangementa.aty. thre Blalock- made.ato the parson's' favorite
Coleman Funeral Horhe.
church or charitY. •
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